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MSU president holds press conference
had seen the paper although he
said he was not aware it would be
released publicly. He declined
further comment.
Kurth said the reason he chose
to present the paper now is
because of a commission created
by Gov. Brereton Jones consisting of state university presidents.
at a critical stage. As a result, the
board chairmen, Jim Miller,
University's friends and suppor- - Kevin Hable, Sen. Mike Moloters, as well as its faculty, stuney, Rep. Marshall Long and Dr.
dents and staff need to hear from
Gary Cox. The commission,
the President."
which will give its report Nov. I,
Kurth said he wrote the paper •.will examine ways higher educawith the advice of his staff in
tion can become more efficient.
order to get the issues clearly laid
Kurth said he is concerned
out.
with the short amount of time
"The paper represents my opinallotted to the commission.
ion and my own judgment," he
"I am troubled by the short
said. "My job is always to lay out
fuse," he said. "But we will make
the issues as I see them."
as much progress as we, can in
Kurth said he took a rough
draft of the paper to board of the time we have. Maybe the
regents chairman James Butts of most meaningful thing is that we
begin the process."
Fulton.
Butts acknowledged that he One of the highlights of the

Meeting emphasizes
MSU's mission, budget
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
At a time when issues at Murray State University are at a "critical stage," President Ronald J.
Kurth met with reporters Monday
to discuss the university's mission and the budget, emphasizing
that quality must be maintained.
During a press conference
called by Kurth. he referred to a
10-page paper he had composed.
In the paper. he addressed what
he considers critical issues facing
the university.
In the opening statements of
the paper. "Issues involving Murray State University are currently

STACEY CROOK Led9e, & Times photo

A four-car pileup on U.S. 641 S. at approximately 4 p.m. Monday left thret injured and backed up traffic
for approximately 20 minutes. See Reports, page 2 for more details.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
mother of a 2-month-old Paducah
boy who died a day after she left
him in a car for four hours will
be charged with reckless homicide, police said.
Paducah police spokesman Sgt.
Steve Haines said Pamela Wood,
40, has not been arrested and
charged yet because the boy's
funeral is scheduled for today.
Eric Andrew Wood died early
Sunday. Pamela Wood left the
baby in her station wagon Saturday morning after she had driven
a friend to work.
She returned home at about 7
a.m. CDT and didn't want to disturb the baby's sleep, Haines
said.
Inside the house, she inadvertently fell asleep until 11 a.m.
When she awoke, she rushed out
to check Eric and found he was
in distress, Haines said.
The director of a shelter where
Wood was preparing to move
said Wood has epilepsy and takes
medication that makes her drowsy, which may have caused her to
fall asleep Saturday morning.
• See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although Murray State University President Ronald .1.
Kurth's contract does not expire until June 30, 1994. speculation has been rampant about whether he will receive an
extension.
"Obviously, life would be a much more stable and peaceful process for me if 1 knew I were about to receive an
extended contract," Kurth told reporters at a press conference
Monday.
Tension between the president and the board of regents
has been clear at several of the past meetings. However,
Kurth said "I wouldn't care to characterize my relationship
with the board."
A retired rear admiral from the U.S. Navy, Kurth came to
Murray State in 1990 from the U.S. Naval War College in
Newport, R.I.
He is the third president in little more than 12 years who
has had difficulties with the board. His predecessors. Dr.
Constantine "Deno" Curtis and Dr. Kala Stroup, both left the

DR. RONALD KURTH
paper is Kurth's recommendation
for a cooperative effort between
Murray State and community colleges., specifically Paducah Community College.
"I think history has shown

See Page 2

III See Page 2

Murray police face civil suit

AFTERNOON PILEUP

Mother faces
charge in
death of infant

Kurth wants extension

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
The man police arrested Aug. 6
on a domestic violence order has
filed suit against the Murray
Police Department and District
Court Judge Leslie Furches•
William B. Hobbs. 400 N.
Sixth Street, was charged with
assault after his wife, Wanda,
signed an affadavit stating she
was assaulted in their homes.
Police attempted to arrest
Hobbs at his home. When he did
not respond to their request to
exit the house, authorities waited
outside and evacuated neighbors
from their home.
According to reports, Hobbs
was reported to be in possession
of a weapon.
After several hours, police
obtained a search warrant for the
residence and went in to arrest
Hobbs.
The Kentucky State Police and
the Canine Unit assisted Murray

police enter the residence.
According to a civil complaint
filed in circuit court, Hobbs
alleges he was jailed without due
process. The complaint-states that
Aug. 3 Furchess signed an arrest
warrant for-Hobbs.
According to police records,
Hobbs was arrested Aug. 6. After
he was arrested, Hobbs was not
released for three days.
The complaint did not state
whether Hobbs was able to post
bond before Monday.
In addition, the complaint by
Hobbs, who is representing himself in the action, states that "the
Lower Court had required the
plaintiff to be paraded in open
court — handcuffed before being
released."
The complaint also alleges the
court and Murray police officer
Mike Jump had knowledge of
Hobbs' innocence and withheld

that information.
The Murray Police Department
allegedly-convinced Hobbs' wife
to pursue spouse abuse charges
by "badgering Wanda Hobbs for
three hours at the police department until she signed the spouse
abuse warrant," according to the
complaint.
On the evening of the arrest on
Aug. 6, which according to the
complaint was Aug. 3, Hobbs
allege-s he •went to his home and
took sleeping pills and was awakened by shouts and dogs barking
at approximately 11 p.m.
Hobbs alleges the Murray
Police Department and Furchcss
are accountable for their actions.
His complaint states that a conspiracy was created in order to
"illegally defraud" him of due
process and his proprietorship.
No date has been set for further proceedings.
•

Once again...
MSU faces leadership crisis

YMCA OPEN HOUSE

Editor's Note: In trying to
present a candid and
balanced slew of the stele of
affairs at Murray State University, the Ledger & Times
has granted anonymity to
some sources.

PARALLELS
In a five-part
series, reporters
Amy Wilson and
David Ramey will
examine the current situation at
Murray State University, as well as
look back at
presidential conflicts during the
lost 12 years.

By AMY WILSON
and DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writers

STACEY CROOKiledger A Times photo

A large crowd was on hand for the Murray YMCA's grand opening of
Its new fitness center Monday afternoon. The center, which is
equipped with weight training, cardiovascular units and aerobics, is
located in the University Square on 12th Street

For the third time in a
little more than a decade,
Murray State University is facing a leadership crisis.
MSU's board of regents and
president Dr. Ronald J. Kurth
arc at a crossroads about
Kurth's contract, which expires
in June, 1994, and other
issues concerning the future of
the university.
A number of MSU officials
agree that the entire campus is
on edge while the contract
and state budget cuts play out
their collective dramas.
A decision about Kurth and
his future could come•later
this month, when the Murray
State Board of Regents are
scheduled to meet. Board

of
the

A

Part I of a five-part series

si.

chairman James Butts of Fulwith the budget situation in
ton said he anticipates the
limbo, it's difficult for people
president's contract will be
to focus on what they are
discussed.
doing." a high-ranking official
The president's uncertain
said. "Some departments can't
cut five or six percent unless
future has cast a shadow ori„
people are let go. And if you
the university.
wipe out operating budgets,
"With the president and the
limbo,
a_r4
in
regents situation
• See Page 3
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MEETINGS

L1J

•Murray Planning Commission will
meet in regular session Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the council chambers of City Half
•Calloway High School Site Based
Council ON meet Wednesday at 4 p m.
at the school.
•Board of Zoning Adjustments will
meet Wednesday at 5:15 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Half

INSIDE
•I Several Murray High graduates who
received scholarships from Murray Slate
University are featured in today's edition.

Page 5

SPORTS
III Scott Edgar felt more like a baseball
manager than the coach of the Murray
State Racer basketball team after the
school's scheduled was announced

Page 8
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Gov. Collins will review grand jury testimony
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Wrfler
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
federal prosecutor said today that
investments by officials of two
securities firms in a company put
together by Dr. Bill Collins were
nothing more than "extortion
payments."

Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Compton described the government's case against Collins, husband of former Gov. Martha Layne Collins, during an opening
statement in U.S. District Court
today.
Collins is charged with extortion and a tax violation for
allegedly shaking down the firms
in exchange for his influence to
direct state bond business their
way.

"The proof will show that
these people were making their
investments so they could get
these contracts," Compton said.
"These were not payments for
investments. They were extortion
payments."
However, defense attorney
Frank Haddad said Collins was
trying to operate a legitimate business while his wife just happened to be governor.

"There was no quid pro quo,
no threat that if you don't invest
an this, you get no business out of
the state of Kentucky," Haddad
said during his opening
statement.
Haddad said limited partnerships in race horses of the kind
Collins created were popular
investments at the time and also
quite lucrative. Haddad acknowledged that the investments went
sour, but said that was the result
of changes in federal tax laws in
1986.
Many of the investors in the
Collins ventures did no business
with the state, the defense lawyer
said.
Furthermore, Haddad said the
two securities companies and
their officials who did invest
didn't greatly benefit from state
bond business.
Sixteen jurors, four more than
will eventually decide the case,
were chosen Monday when the
trial began. The alternates were
chosen because the trial may last
more than a month.
Among the witnesses called to
testify is Collins' wife, who was
Kentucky's chief executive from
1983 to 1987.

But the primary testimony
against Collins apparently will be
from former Finance Cabinet
Secretary Lester "Mac" Thompson, who was a partner with him
in Collins Investments.
Compton confirmed Monday
that Thompson has been granted
immunity from prosecution in
exchange for his testimony. Compton said Thompson, who was a
primary fundraiser for Mrs. Collins campaign and spent a year in
the critical post of Finance
Cabinet secretary, faced extortion
and tax charges of his own.
Thompson's decision to cooperate with prosecutors was apparently the piece they needed to go
after Collins. Only after Thompson's testimony before a grand
jury just before the statute of limitations was to expire on the
charges was Collins indicted.
An attorney for Mrs. Collins
said Monday that her testimony
may just be a prosecution stunt.
Attorney William Scent said
prosecutors have acknowledged
that Mrs. Collins will provide no
damaging testimony against her
husband.

STATE POLICE
Aug. 16
'Three people were insured after a four-car pileup on U S.
641 S. approximately two miles from Murray at 4 08 p m.
Apparently the accident occurred when Judith Spalding, 44,
Paris, Tenn., attempted to turn into a driveway and the vehicle, driven by William Mallett. 43, Cordova, Tenn , behind her
was Struck in the rear while slowing down. The Mallett vehicle
then hit tne Spalding vehicle in the rear. The vehicle that
struck the Mallett vehicle was driven by Charles Outland. 60,
Murray A fourth vehicle, driven by Amber Scarbrough, 17,
Paducah, hit the Outland vehicle Spalding, Mallett and Mary
Outland, a passenger in the third vehicle, were all treated and
relased at Murray-Calloway County Hospital The accident
was investigated by Trooper Steven Humphries The Murray
Fire Department, Calloway County Fire-Rescue and the Calloway County Sheriff's Department assisted state police and the
Murray-Calloway County Ambulance service

He speculated that Mrs. Collins
was called as a witness in order
to put her on the stand for show
and to prohibit her from being in
the courtroom during the
Trial rules generally prohibit witnesses from attending court sessions except when they testify.
Scent said having Mrs. Collins
in the courtroom would help her
husband.
Scent won a ruling Monday
that Mrs. Collins may review her
testimony to the grand jury that
indicted her husband before she
testifies in his trial.
Mrs. Collins testified to the
grand jury more than 13 months
ago, shortly before her husband
was indicted.
Prosecutors
let her review
timony before
then changed

•Press conference...
FROM PAGE 1
there are difficulties," Kurth said.
"We have historically had two
very different missions. I think
we have to increase the communication. Instead of focusing on
the differences, we need to cooperate to meet the legitimate needs
of the students in west
Kentucky."
Kurth said he had not spoken
recently to Dr. Len O'Hara, president of Paducah Community
College, but O'Hara had seemed
receptive to a cooperative effort
in the past.
"Neither community colleges
nor regional universities will go
away. Neither should ignore nor
seek institutional advantage over
the other," the paper said.
• Kurth recommended the boards
of Paducah Community College
and Murray State have periodic
joint meetings.
"Murray State is Paducah's
regional university. Were there
cooperation, fiscally oriented civic and industrial Itailers would
not have been attracted to the
idea of another four-year institution so close to MSU. We ne-ed to
turn back now to cooperation and
common sense," Kurth wrote.
Dr. Jim Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and
student affairs, said he sees communication as a way to improve
relations.
"We have del,ree programs in
which PCC has expressed an
interest," Booth said. "Right now,
we are going down two separate
paths."
Kurth also discussed the
importance of finding, hiring and
keeping the best teaching faculty,
in addition to not making salary
cuts.
"I am wary of investing salary
dollars meant for good teachers
and supporting staff to buy students through levels of expenditure well above that invested by
other regional universities without our reputation for quality."
Kurth wrote in his paper.
When looking at making the
university more efficient,

at first agreed to
her grand jury tesappearing at tnal,
their position.

U.S. District Judge Joseph
Hood told prosecutors Mrs. Collins must be allowed to review
her grand jury testimony the day
before she is called as a witness
in the case. She could be called
later this week.

Sheriff says Jordan's killers didn't know him
LUMBERTON, N.C. (AP) —
The two teens accused of murdering Michael Jordan's father had
no idea who they shot until they
rummaged through his belongings
and found, among other items,
his son's NBA championship
ring, the sheriff says.
"They couldn't believe it happened," said Robeson • County
Sheriff Hubert Stone.
Daniel Andre Green, 18, of
Lumberton and Larry Martin
Dcmery, 18, of nearby Rowland.
N.C., were ordered held without
bail Monday.
"1 didn't do it," Green said as
sheriff's deputies led him in
shackles through the courthouse.
Dcmcry also denied involvement. He wept as the judge

Stone said Jordan was asleep
warned, "This is potentially a
in his car July 23 near Lumberdeath penalty case."
Investigators traced the crime ton, about 80 miles south of
to the suspects using records Raleigh, when two men
from James Jordan's car phone. approached to rob him.
''He was asleep at the time and
The defendants also showed
off the championship ring he started to wake up and the
Michael Jordan had given his gunman got scared," Stone said.
father after the slaying, investiga- "He was shot inside the car."
tors said.
The sheriff would not say
"We'll have witnesses show- which man was alleged to be the
ing they were wearing the ring," triggerman.
Stone said.
Neighbors said thc two teenThe ring was on James Jor- agers went joy-riding through
dan's finger when he was shot. their mobile-home community in
NBC reported. Stone said the ring Jordan's Lcxus 400 luxury car in
was buried in a plastic bag, and the days after the slaying.
Green helped detectives recover
Janice Graham, who Ii'. es
it. investigators are still looking
the street from Green and
across
for Jordan's watch and the murhis mother and sister, said Green
der weapon.

and 3 carload of friends drove the
car so hard they burned rubber.
At night, they allegedly hid the
car in the woods. The car was
found stripped Aug. 5.
Jordan was shot in the chest
with a .38-caliber pistol and his
body dumped in a creek near
McColl. S.C., where it was ells..
covered Aug. 3. The body was
identified using dental records on
Aug. 13.
Four men accused of vandalizing the car pleaded innocent
Nlonday.
Green was paroled two months
ago after serving less than, two
years for armed robbery. Demery
was out on bail on armed robbery
charges.

•Mother...
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Parker Ford - Murray, Ky.
Now Get Big Savings on These American Leaders!
1rd Explorer k America
Best-Selling Sport Ltdit

Ford Escort Is America s
Best-Sellin Small Car

Ford Ranger Is America's
Best-Selling Compact Truck

Ford F-Series Is America's
Best-Sam. Truck

Ford Taurus Is Amenca's
Best-Selling Car

"You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Murray, Ky.

wrote.

Kurth said he has sought a larger group of potential donors to
the university, namely through
/the development of the university's Scottish heritage.
Kurth said the Murray Clan
Society of North America has
expressed an interest in having its
annual gathering at Murray State,
which would bring funds to the
university.
"We must draw our alumni
into a tight family," Kurth wrote.
"In addition, we must bring new
kinds of people into close association with the university."

•Kurth wants...

Wood had recently been
evicted from her home and Was
in the midst of moving her
clothes and other belongings to a
shelter run by Paducah Cooperative Ministry, said ILS director, Jo
Ann Ross.
The car had been parked outside Wood's home, not the shelter, Ross said. Wood could not be
reached Monday. Ross said that
Wood had moved into a friend's
house but that she did not know
its location or the phone number
there.
Wood has a college degree in
elementary education. Ross said,
but has been unable to find work
because of the epilepsy.

FROM PAGE 1
campus after the board declined to entend their contracts.
Board chairman James Butts of Fulton said he anticipates
the contract will be discussed at the Aug. 27-28 regular
meeting of the board.
Kurth said he considers an extension to mean a four-year
contract.
"I came to Murray to do a job and to make a contribution," he said. "That contribution is not complete."
Kurth went on to say that he thinks in order for a president to be effective, he has to have a very solid relationship
with the chairman and the obvious support of the board.
"I believe the board has to set policy, communicate that to
the president and support him," Kurth said.
During Kurth's tenure, the university completed fundraising
for the Regional Special Events Center, completed construction of the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and
Technology, strengthened Murray State's relationship with
western Kentucky school districts through recruitment efforts
and KERA support and expanded the western Kentucky interactive television network.

Boyd fired as state health commissioner

Stop by today and see our fantastic
selection of the 5 best-selling vehicles
in America — right here on our lot.
There's one just right for you!

701 Main Street

The boy was taken by ambulance to West Baptist Hospital,
where he was treated, then flown
by helicopter to Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville,
where he died at 2:55 a.m.
Sunday.
A preliminary autopsy showed
he died of hyperthermia (overheating) because of the extreme
heat in the car, Haines said. The
air temperature at 11 a.m. Saturday was 85 degrees, the National
Weather Service office in Paducah said.

(502) 753-5273
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FROM PAGE 1

academic programs will be
examined.
"Administrative and support
services have borne the major
burden of the budget cuts," Kurth
said. "Now, the Governor's concern for the future funding of
higher education will lead us
toward restructuring and possibly
decreasing our academic
offerings."
Booth said in the last 10 years,
37 programs have been dropped
and three added.
"We can no longer be all
things to all people," Booth said.
Kurth said if there has been a
decrease in demand in a program,
that is cause for review.
"We are determined to focus
on programs that strengthen our
mission," Kurth said. "We have
to look at academic offerings
which serve our educational
public."
If programs are cut. Booth said
it would involve a phasing-out
process and students currently
enrolled in those programs would
not be affected.
Kurth also discussed finding
funds from groups other than
alumni.
"Initial stages of our fund drive
for the Regional Special Events
Center convinced me that our
alumni — especially our distant
alumni — were too loosely
organized and too poorly drawn
into the university family to be as
supportive as they could be. We
had been approaching the same
people on a repetitive basis," he

With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
cam tax-deferred
interest at a
competitive rate To
find out more about
Woodmen s
Tax-Deferred
Annuities, contact:

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The commissioner of the Department for
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services was fired when he
returned from vacation, the second high official of the Cabinet for
Human Resources fired within a week.
Dennis Boyd, who has been commissioner for nine years and an
employee for 26 years, said he returned from two weeks of vacation
Monday. He said he met first thing in the morning with Secretary Fontaine Banks, who said that his resignation had been accepted.
Boyd said he asked for a reason, but Banks refused to say anything
more.
Last week, the cabinet's spokesman of 10% years, Brad Hughes, was
fired after parting from the administration's line that recent budget cuts
would not be noticed.
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Buried alive:

Lawyer says
Kevorkian will
be charged today

Millionaire spends time underground while kidnappers wait for ransom
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By LARRY NEUUEISTER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Tuxedo
manufacturer Harvey Weinstein's
kidnappers kept him buried alive
in a railyard for 12 days, lowering a tape recorder and a cellular
phone to him so he could plead
with his family to pay the S3 million ransom.
- He was rescued on Monday,
grimy but exuberant.
"Thank God you're here, and
I'd like to have a cigarette," the
ha-year-old millionaire said after
emerging from the I4-foot pit.
looking exhausted hut smiling
broadly Police said he had survived on bananas, plums and
water.
Two brothers, one of whom
worked at Weinstein's company.
were arrested on kidnapping
charges. Early today, police
arrested the wife of one of the

suspects as well.
"It is a story that makes the
movies sound tame." Police
Commissioner Raymond Kelly
said at a news conference where
he displayed two duffel bags
stuffed with S100 and S50 bills
— the ransom money.
Weinstein returned to his
Upper East Side apartment Mooday night after being checked out
at a hospital. His family had no
comment.
According to police, Weinstein
was kidnapped Aug. 4 somewhere between the Queens diner
where he always ate breakfast
and his office a mile away at
Lord West F0171131Weilf, one of
the nation's biggest manufacturers of tuxedos.
The former Marine was taken
to a wooded ravine in upper
Manhattan, where he was lowered into the pear-shaped pit. The

pit was covered with a door, then
sheets of wood and cinder blocks.
His abductors had poked holes so
he could breathe.
"He was literally buried
alive," said John Hill, acting
chief of detectives.
The pit was so well camouflaged that when police
went to the Amtrak yard where
Weinstein was entombed, "they
were standing right over him and
didn't know he was there," Hill
said. Police called out his name,
Kelly said. and Weinstein
responded, "I'm here."
One day after the kidnapping, a
call was made to the president of
Lord West demanding S3 million.
It was the first Of 50 calls from
the captors, who also supplied
'four photos of Weinstein and a
tape-recorded message from him.
Meanwhile, Weinstein sat in a

4-foot-by-5-foot area. The kidnappers dangled a tape recorder
for him to record the plea to his
family. On another occasion, they
lowered a cellular phone into the
hole so he could talk to relatives.
In the tape recording, he said,
"I love you.... Get the money."
He also said, "They have me
underground. I haven't had a
drink or a cigarette."
Finally, the kidnappers prepared for the ransom delivery.
Twice, highway drop-offs were
arranged — on Aug. land 13 —
but the captors didn't show. Mr.
Weinstein's son finally dropped
the money off early Monday near
Highbridge Park in upper
Manhattan.
Police said Fermin Rodngucz,
38, who had worked sewing pants
for Weinstein for the past eight

years, dragged the bags into the
park and was picked up by a station wagon driven by his 29-yearold brother, Francisco Antonio
Rodnguez.
When Weinstein was not
released as promised after three
hours, police and FBI agents
closed in on the suspects. The
younger Rodriguez ran from his
car when detectives approached
hut was caught as he headed for
an abandoned railroad tunnel.
The elder brother was arrested at
his parents' Manhattan apartment.
Police then gained information
that led them to the Amtrak yard.
The younger brother's wife,
Carolina Rodriguez, 27, was
arrested today on kidnapping
charges, said police Sgt. Anthony
Barlanti.

•Leadership crisis...
FROM PAGE 1
which has been going on, it
makes things even tougher.
"People arc scared at Murray State. They are walking
on eggshells."
Others echoed those
comments.
"I don't think it matters
who is in the president's position," said Debbie Wagoner,
Staff Congress -president.
"There are people who have
been cut and hurt and they
have to have someone to
blame. It doesn't matter who
'it is."
, Wagoner said many of the
staff arc concerned and worried about their jobs.
—Mc people arc afraid to
say anything," she said. "They
do what they are told. Every
part of the university is being
looked at to see if it can be
run more efficiently.
"People are quiet and they
don't want to make waves,"
she said. "We (staff people)
don't have tenure so we don't
have that kind of security,
there doesn't have to be a
reason for non-renewal of contract and we have no vote -around the board table."
"I think, more than anything, there is a sense of
uncertainty," a long-time MSU
faculty member said. "Without
question, faculty and staff
morale has been depressed by
the series of budget cuts that
we've had."
This is not the first time in
recent years that a president and
the board have been at odds
about the future. Former presidents Constantine Curris ..and
Kala Stroup were both voted
out by boards that declined to
renew their contracts in long,
drawn-out processes.
Now, Murray State's faculty
and staff, students, alumni and
the community are facing
another presidential crisis.
"It's discouraging," the
faculty member said. "We're
sitting here in the most difficult financial problem this university has ever faced, and I
have no idea akhat is going
on between the president and
the board — but the focus
doesn't seem to be addressing
the problems."
With a past history of discord between presidents and
regents ending with new presidents, the present problems
between Kurth and the board
are creating leadership vacuums at the university — and
employees are scrambling to
fill those vacuums.
"1 sec people trying to be
part of a Kurth camp, or a

and- student affairs, said the
non-Kurth camp," an MSU
.unisersity
has dropped 37
identhey
official said. "And
programs in 10 years and
tify people that way."
added three.
According to a number of
"I think we need to develop
MSU officials, what's worse is
top quality programs to meet
the positioning currently going
the needs ()I the students." he
on as employees arc lining up
said. "I think we can no lonbehind possible intenm
ger be all things to all
presidents, and also grabbing
people "
for power in a possible postBooth said the mood on
Kurth setting.
campus is depressed because
"There's a lot of position"we are asking people to do
ing," an official said. "And
more with less."
for
deadly
It's
deadly.
that's
He said he thinks it is perthe people involved, and it
ceived that there is a problem
leads to breakdowns
with the central administration
everywhere."
Kurth has his supporters and
and the hoard of regents.
"I am,concerned for the
detractors. His supporters say
university be-cause the pattern
the president has been tied up
with budget matters, and has
1 sec is that this is the third
person who seems • to have a
not been able to address other
problem with the board." he
university concerns like enrollsaid. "It has a very negative
ment and fund-raising.
impact on- our image because
The budget cuts have left
it sends the message that we
the president, who came to
don't have our act together.
Murray State in 1990, in a
What is frustrating is that I
precarious position.
know we have it together and
"He hasn't been able to do
we are communicating an
what he wanted to do two
inaccurate image."
years ago because of the
But someone close to the
budget," an official said.
situation indicates that it is
"We've been in a crisis
policy, not personalities, that
situation."
is the heart of the problems
"In fairness to Ron Kurth,
between Kurth and the regents.
it's not like he's had smooth
"The current board won't
waters budgetwise since he got
run off the president for per
here," another official pointed
out.
Administrators say the
budget situation also hurts
teamwork and continuity at the
WALTER L. APPERSON
university. People are "protectPublisher
ing their turf," one
ALICE ROUSE
administrator said.
Genera Manager
Officials talk about backbiting and tension.
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"In the old western films,
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sonal reasons," he said. "There
are no hard feelings between
the board and the president.
These board members arc trying hard to work for the
institution. Decisions have to
be made that don't actually
cause the regents to have pities. Somebody's got to do it..
Someday we will turn the corner and leave this place better
than when we found it."
Kurth acknowledges that the
faculty and staff arc depressed,
especially after undergoing five
budget cuts in 20 months.

"Nothing creates conflict like
scarcity," he said. "It has
been a difficult time for higher education across the state."
And, like much of the last
15 years, a difficult time for
Murray State. But one highranking official thinks the university still has a bnght
future.
"This place will survive," he
said. "It will grow. Things
like this have been happening
for years. and it's survived."
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DETROIT (AP) — Prosecutors have decided to charge
I. Jack Kevorkian in connection with the suicide this
month of a man suffering from
Lou Gehrig's disease, the doctor's lawyer says.
Attorney Geoffrey Fieger
said the 65-year-old retired
pathologist would be charged
today. He did not say what he
thought the charge would be,
or how he knew it was coming. but he said late Monday
that Kevorkian would
surrender.
Wayne County Prosecutor
John O'Hair has an unlisted
home number and could not
immediately be reached for
comment.
Kevorkian has admitted
helping 30-year-old Thomas
Hyde kill himself Aug. 4
despite a new Michigan law
against assisting in a suicide.
Hyde, who had the nerve disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, died by inhaling carbon
monoxide.
Kevorkian said he put the
mask over Hyde's face, and
Hyde himself removed a clip
allowing the gas to flow.
Kevorkian has openly ridiculed the ban on assisted suicide, which was enacted to
stop him. The doctor has been
present at 17 suicides since
1990.
Hyde's death was the first
instance since The law was
passed in which Kevorkian
admitted actually helping
someone commit suicide.
Under the law, which took
into effect in February, helping someone commit suicide is
punishable by up to four years
in prison and a $2,000 fine.
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ANALYSIS

Pope denounces
'culture of death'
on his U.S. visit
By VICTOR L SIMPSON
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AP) — The man from the East made a pilgrimage to
the West and worried about what he saw.
In four days in the United States, Pope John Paul II used some of
the strongest language of his 15-year papacy to denounce what he
sees as threats to society, principally what he called a "culture of
death."
His specific targets were abortion, euthanasia, sexual liberty,
pornography, street violence and drug and alcohol abuse.
It wasn't all criticism. The pope and Vatican officials praised
American Catholics for their social commitment and for the steady
growth of the 58-million-member church.
And the pope and President Clinton, who met Thursday, seemed
to share a vision on the !plc the United States should play in the
world because of its "privileged" position, as the pope put it.
But the pope worried that Americans in the pursuit of liberty had
lost sight of right and wrong.
"America needs much prayer — lest it lose its soul." he said in
a- bleak summation of the spiritual state , of the country.
Much of this thinking might well be a preview of a long-delayed
encyclical that will address the spiritual state of Catholics. The
document, due out this year, is expected to say there are certain
church principles that must be accepted without debate.
It may not specifically raise such issues as the ban on contraception, the refusal to permit women to be ordained as priests, and the
celibacy requirement for the male clergy, which have raised debate
among American Catholics.
But the document is expected to sharpen the lines of opposition
within the church, at least during the papacy of Pope John Paul II.
The idea that there are no absolute truths and each person can
build a private system of values is sharply contested by the pope, as
he told young people at a prayer vigil Saturday night.
"In a culture which holds that no universally valid truths are
possible, nothing is absolute," he said. "Therefore, in the end, they
say, objective goodness and evil no longer really matter. Good
comes to mean what is pleasing or useful at a particular moment.
Evil means what contradicts our subjective wishes."
He hammered away at the point again Sunday, lamenting that in
much of modern society "any reference to a law guaranteed by the
Creator is absent.
"There remains only each individual's choice of this or that
objective as convenient or useful in a given set of circumstances."
he told an estimated 350,000 young people at a Mass marking
World Youth Day.
His vision is clearly colored by his Polish background and his
having lived as a young man under a Nazi occupation and then
Communist rule.
As a cleric in overwhelmingly Roman Catholic Poland, he
battled for church freedom. After his election as pope in 1978. his
message spread across then Soviet-dominated Eastern Europe.
But as much as he railed against one form of oppression, the
pope also is bent on attacking consumer-driven societies in the
West. He views them as another form of oppression.

FROM OUR READERS
Items sought for `Hazel Day'event
Dear Editor:
The Hazel Woman's Club is seeking photographs, news articles and
other items of interiest to Hazel, Kentucky, from the late '80s and early '90s.
We would appreciate contact from anyone having old photographs,
family histories or histories of early businesses in Hazel. Photographs
and other items will be copied and returned to owners. This information is needed before Sept. I for use during the Hazel Day celebration
Oct. 2.
Please contact: Sharon Ray. Dees Bank of Hazel, 492-8136 before 4
p.m. or 498-8312 after 5 p.m.; Marla Thompson at 492-8424 after 5
p.m.; or Betty Hudson at 492-8220 after 5 p.m.
Thanking you in advance.
Betty Hudson
Route 2, Box 161 A, Hazel 42049

Murray hospitality impresses visitors
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Maryville American All Stars softball team from
Maryville. Tcnn., I would like to express our appreciation to your city
for the courtesy extended to us during our recent week's visit. Our
team was participating in the Tennessee State Softball Tournament in
Paris, Tenn., for 11- and 12-year-old girls.
While we were staying in Murray for the week, several area
businesses were very cordial to us — Murray State University, the
Holiday Inn, Mr. Gatti's, Pizza Hut, Shoney's and the Cheri Theater.
All of these businesses contributed to a week's experience that none
of the coaches, players and their families will forget. Congratulations.
May, for your hospitality!
-Mtn-Cite
104 Chaucer Circle
Maryville, TN 37801

Campus responds to flood disaster
Dear Editor:
The American Humanics students at Murray State University would
like to thank everyone at the university for their contributions to the
flood disaster relief efforts in the Midwest. Altogether, the MSU community sent over 60 boxes of food and clothing to the flood victims.
Roger Weis, director
American Romanic,
Murray State University

Thanks, I needed that
Dear Dr. Beechhold:
1 think of you at the beginning
of each school year, and credit
you for inspiring my first career
choice — to be an English teacher. You didn't exactly provide me
with a model to exemplify; actually, you embodied just about
everything I thought a teacher
shouldn't be. In addition, memories of you fueled my exit from
teaching nine years after I began.
I wanted to leave before I'd
become jaded and cynical —
before I turned into you.
Ironically, yours are the only
papers I have kept from my own
school years. They have traveled
thousands of miles with me the
past 25 years, and have somehow
survived every move and every
bout of sorting that accompanies
a move. I came across them the
other day. They still bear your
marks.
The papers are arranged in
chronological order, from the
first assignment in September to
the last in December. As I look at
them now, I am impressed by my
careful typing. In the days before
Spell-Check, such an accomplishment was no small feat. But in
perusing the papers, my eyes are
not drawn to the neat letters that
line up like soldiers in strict for-

mation; instead, they stray to
your handwritten comments,
scrawled in red and dripping with
contempt.
On the first paper of th-e
semester that year, the highest
grade you deigned to give any
student was an F+. There were
also unadorned F's, F-minus, and
the ignominious F-minus-minus. I
recall hearing that some unfortunate English major in the class
received no grade at all, but
simply the query: "Have you read
today's Classified section? The A
& P needs someone to wrap
cheese."
Re-reading my first theme, a
plain old "E' paper, even now I
have a hard time figuring out
what was wrong with my writing.
You penned a big "So What?"
across the entire first page, and
the rest of the text was peppered
with shots like, "Oh, dear!" and
"Do you really believe that?"

feedback remained, well, elliptical. I could never figure out what
you meant because you never
told me enough. I didn't ask
because I didn't want to risk your
withering disdain.
As I get to the last paper in the
batch, I remember why I held on
to those artifacts all these years.
You gave me an "A" on that one.
As I read it now, I see that I
earned it. Besides the grade, a
bold slash of red, there is little
else written throughout the text
until the end. "There's hope for
you, Miss Alexander," you
scribbled begrudgingly at the bottom of the last page.
As a new school year begins. I
wanted to write and say that you
are vividly remembered by this
former student. I was proud
enough of that "A" to keep the
paper, all the papers, all these
years. I thought you probably
would like to know how much of
an impression you made. And
how an off-hand note of encouragement tucked into life's marginalia can keep a writer going for
a long time.- Though it is long
overdue I must tell you thanks,
Dr. Beechhold. I needed that.
Your former student
Constance Alexander

You promised us, after the disastrous grades on our first papers.
that — under your vastly superior
tutelage — we would all improve
our writing. You were right, I can
see as 1 riffle through my papers.
I went from an F, to a D-minus,
to a D. On the fourth paper, an
analysis of the treatment of Eve
in Milton's "Paradise Lost," I
jumped to a C, skipping the
expected C-minus altogether.
"You have an annoyingly elliptical quality to your writing," was
the comment you wrote on a paper-mid-way through the semester.
When I asked you what that
meant, you rolled your eyes and
shrugged. "Just read what you
wrote," you retorted. "It's — it's
distressingly elliptical!"
I remember the frustrating
hours I spent trying to ameliorate
my writing for your class.
Although my grades steadily
improved, your comments and
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Real budget challenge in future
FRANKFORT — Odd how,
barely three years after the largest
tax increase in Kentucky history
was passed, Gov. Brercton Jones
had to order the largest spending cut
in Kentucky history last week.
And it may not be the last of the
superlatives.
In fact, without that 1990
billion-dollar tax increase to finance
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act(KERA),the state's ailing fiscal
health would be ready for the
undertaker's visit.
In what amounted to the first
round of what will be a protracted
cost-cutting bout over the course of
the next year, Jones announced
spending cuts combined with savings and use of surplus money
totalling $347 million this fiscal
year. He promised people will get
their income tax refunds on time
next year no matter what.
That's progress,of course,but the
real challenge comes in the future as
Jones and legislators grapple with
potting together a 1994-96-15udget
early next year with hundreds of
millions of dollars less than they
expected to have in 1992-94.
Just to meet budget obligations in
this fiscal year, Jones had to find
about$260 million,but much of that
is in the form of surpluses in the
Medicaid program and in lower
costs ofstate employee health insurance. Those we one-time windfalls
that albw Jones to avoid cutting the
state university budgets yet again

That's no doubt true, but at !cast part
of the bloat is made up of the
governor's own supporters and contributors who, even as plans are
being made to reduce the payroll by
2,500 people,continue finding their
ways into well-paid positions on the
same payroll.
Syndicated columnist
Bloat, of course, is all in the eye
the beholder.
of
and to ask only a $9 million sacrifice agencies are expected to reduce
Downsizing has become the latin the central offices of school spending another 6 percent this
est rage in American business and
districts across the state.
fiscal year,a $63 million saving that
industry — usually those with rebelTreating all levels of education is one of the few that is permanent in
lious stockholders unimpressed by
gingerly in this latest of a long line Jones' current plan.
billions of dollars in red ink. With
In the long run, Jones is counting
of budget cuts may only delay the
hundreds of millions of dollars in
cominevitable until the next budget is on his government efficiency
tax revenues that haven't materialformed, but Jones deserves credit mission to come up with ways of
ized and taxpayers grumbling about
for going out of his way to put off streamlining the structure and prodelays in tax refund checks year
cuts in school spending until abso- cesses of state government he hopes after year,downsizing state governwill save money. That's a long shot
lutely necessary. At best, education
ment is the inevitable and proper
at
best and even the commission
spending may remain static in the
method of balancing income with
hasn't been too enthusiastic about
next budget cycle.
outgo.
Jones' cost-cutting expectations.
At some point, however, when
As for state government itself,on
And. after 18 months in office,
the surplus funds have run dry, hard
top of the 2 percent state agencies the governor has discovered state
choices are going to have to be made
deferred spending earlier that now government is too big. "It's gotten
_will be_cut from their_budgels. -1011bloated," heobasoed last week, by Jones and key legislators. Delayed road-IntiTdifig-Project.s. may
have to be cancelled altogether.
Two complete medical schools and
three law schools may no longer be
US, REP. TOM BARLOW
affordable.
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
- And Jones insists health-care re502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
form is still number one op his
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
agenda. Since he's spending Money
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
to balance this year's budget earlier
(Washington)
202-224-4343
earmarked to help pay for universal
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
health coverage, perhaps the gover120 Rosa Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
nor alone knows how he's going to
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
finance that.
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New E. coil outbreak
tied to Sizzler restaurant
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP)
A Sizzler restasrant, identified by
health officials as the source of a new outbreak of E. coil infection,
was closed pending an internal investigation.
Health officials said there was no reason to believe other Sizzler
restaurants were affected.
Two of the seven people infected were hospitalized, but none
developed serious symptoms, according to Judy Ladd. deputy administrator of the Benton County Health Department.
All seven cases were reported since Aug. 12; all of the patients
had eaten at the Sizzler between Aug. 2 and 5. The victims
included four children. aged 2 to 7 years. and three adults. One
patient was hospitalized for one night and the second for three
nights.
E. cob infection causes bloody diarrhea and can cause hemolytic
urernic syndrome, a severe kidney complication. The bacteria is
spread through fecal contamination of food.
Sizzler International Inc. decided Monday to close the restaurant
pending the results of its own investigation.
An E. coli outbreak in March was linked to contaminated mayonnaise at Sizzler restaurants in Grants Pus and North Bend.
"The coincidence struck its within a millisecond," said Bill
Keene, clinical epidemiologist with the Oregon Health Division.
"If it's just bad luck, we don't know."
Bacterial samples from the Corvallis Sizzler were sent to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta for genetic
fingerprinting. Keene said.
If the bacterial strains are identical to those found in the mayonnaise at the other Sizzlers, it could point to a breakdown in some
food processing system used by Sizzler suppliers, he said.
F
Last January, at least one child died and hundreds of people fell
ill in Washington state in an outbreak traced to Jack-in-the-Box
hamburgers.
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Concert S
Al Denson will present a concert on Saturday. Aug. 21, at 7
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Denson is an artist, songwriter
and minister. Denson says "he
has dedicated his life to reaching
a new generation with the message of hope and acceptance
through 3 vital and living relationship. with Jesus Christ."
Denson performs over 200
concerts each year reaching more
than 500,000 people. "Students
have traditionally been the focus
of my ministry. They're faced
with so much that's begging for
their attention. They have have
support and encouragement or
they are going to lose. 1 take the
musical gifts God's given me and
give them back to Him by trying
to reach more students for Christ.
That's my responsibility as a
Christian and I keep working on
it, being a good steward of the
opportunities He provides," said
Denson.
Tickets are S7 for two or more
in advance, or $8 for singer
advance, or $10 at the door. They

Tickets are now on sale for the
13th Annual Industry Appreciation
Dinner, sponsored by the PADD
Rural Economic Development
Council, regional chambers of commerce, and economic development
corporations. The event is scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 9, at
Paducah's Executive Inn. A reception will begin at 5:30 p.m. with the
dinner following at 7:00 p.m.
The dinner annually recognizes
over 100 industries that contribute
to the economic growth in each of
the eight Purchase Counties.
This year's featured industry is
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky, located in Graves County. The integrated broiler complex was opened
in November 1990 and currently
employs 535 people from throughout the region.
President of Seaboard Farms,
Harry McDonald, will be the keynote speaker of the evening. McDo-
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nald, who has been employed in the
poultry business for over 25 years.
has served as company president for
three years.
Tickets may be purchased for $20
each by contacting the Purchase
Area Development District at 2477171, 554-2097,or 753-8325;or by
contacting the following organizations throughout the region: Ballard
Co. Industrial Development Board:
665-5744, Murray/Calloway Co.
Chamber of Commerce: 753-5171,
Carlisle Co. Judge/Executive's Office: 628-5451, Fulton Chamber of
Commerce: 472-2961, Hickman
City Mayor's Office: 236-2535,
Mayfield/Graves County Local Develop. Corp.: 247-0626, Clinton/
Hickman Co. Chamber of Commerce: 653-6419, Marshall Co.
Chamber of Commerce: 527-7665,
Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce: 443-1746.
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Another school year is just around the corner. If you are a student
receiving social security benefits,
you should know that your check
generally stops when you turn 18.
But they can continue until your
19th birthday if you are still in
elementary or high school.
When you attend an elementary
or secondary school that meets State
requirements, you arc considered a
full-time student if you are enrolled
for at least 20 hours a week,and in a
course of study lasting at least 1.3
weeks.
You may also qualify, if you
participate in any of the following
kinds of education programs--GED
(grade 12 or below),job training or
community action programs sponsored by the Federal government,
Work Incentive Programs, ROTC,
work-study programs. vocational
schools, home schooling, or "independent study" (a method of alternative secondary education used in
some States).

The following 1993 Murray High
School graduates have received
scholarships from Murray State
1993-94
University for the
academic year.

standards are met, the University
Scholarship is renewable for four
years. Recipients must be National
Merit semi-finalists or have a minimum composite ACT score of 27
and rank in the top 10 percent of
their class. Asa University Scholar.
Gantt is eligible to participate in
Murray State's Honors Program.

Michael Carr has been awarded
three scholarships. Carr, son of
David and Donna Can of Murray,is
the recipient of a S1,000 renewable
Nicholas Jones has been
John W. Carr Scholarship,a $1,000
Achievement Award and a 5200 awarded one scholarship.Jones,son
of Ronnie and Valerie Jones of
Journalism Department ScholarMurray, is the recipient of a $1,780
ship. Recipients of the Can ScholarGeorge Beiderwell Scholarship.
ship must have a minimum ACT
The Beiderwell Award is a full
composite score of 25. graduate in
tuition
scholarship awardcd to stupercent
of
their
class
and
the top 15
exemplify outstanding leadership dents in the west Kentucky area. He
plans to major inapre-medicine and
• tomajorinsports___
administration at Murray State. mathematics. Upon graduation,
Jones will pursue a career_ as a
Upon graduation,Can will pursue a
doctor.
career in, intercollegiate athletic
administration.

AL DENSON

Industry appreciation
dinner tickets on sale

Some schools outside the United
States may qualify under certain
circumstances. Your nearest social
security office can answer questions
about your school.
If you are enrolled in a correspondence course you are not considered
to be a full-time student unless you
are unable to attend regular classes
for a portion of the school year, due
to circumstances beyond your control.
You may still receive benefits
during a vacation from school if you
plan to return to school and the
vacation is no more than 4 calendar
months.
If you arc receiving Social Secunty benefits, we'll notify you a few
months before your 18th birthday
about what you need to do to show
that you are in school so we can
continue your checks. A new
application isn't usually necessary
but you must complete a form that
asks about your school attendance.

5

MHS graduates receive scholarships

Mary Friend has been awarded
one scholarship. Friend,daughter of
Mark and Sandra Friend of-Murray,
is the recipient of a $1,780 George
Beiderwelt Scholarship. -

are available at First Baptist
Church, 753-1854, at New Life
Christian Center at 753-1622, or
at the Olive Branch at Paducah.
R.P. Hodge, minister of Youth
and University Activities at First
Baptist Church, invites young
people and their families all over
Murray and Calloway County to
come and hear the positive mdssage of music of Denson.
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Darren Gantt has been awarded
four scholarships. Gantt, son of
Vernon and Dolores Gantt of Murray, has been awarded a S1,780
University Scholarship, a $1,422
Achievement Award,a $1,000 John
W. Can Scholarship and a S5(10
Murray Training School Scholarship. Provided certain academic

Brad NI 'la in has been awarded
three scholarships. McClain,son of
Charles McClain and Mildred McClain, both of Murray,is the recipient
of a $400 Journalism Department
Scholarship. a $750 Raincy T.
Wells/Murray Rotary Scholarship
and a $900 Lee Clark Memorial
Scholarship...jibe . Clark Scholarships are awarded to graduating
seniors from local high schools who
'plan to major in education,
theology, communications or prelaw. McClain plans to major in
broadcast journalism at Murray
State.

Sudanese government
may be involved in plot
NEW YORK (AP) — A taped
conversation between the alleged
ringleader of a plot to bomb the
United Nations and a federal
informant implicates two Sudanese diplomats as accomplices,
ABC reported.
The two men were intelligence
officers for the Sudanese government and wcrc assigned to the
Islamic nation's U.N. mission in
New York, ABC said Monday,
citing U.S. intelligence sources.
It identified the two diplomats
as Siraj Yousif, the counselor to
the Sudanese Mission, and
Ahmed Mohamed, the third
secretary.
_ According to ABC, the diplomats were to help get the suspects into a U.N. garage under
the building by supplying them
with diplomatic plates. When the
task was complete, the mission
would help them escape.
ABC said there was no evidence that the Sudan's U.N.
ambassador, Ahmed Stillman,
knew of the plot.
In a telephone interview from
his New York home, Yousif told
The Associated Press that
"everything mentioned by ABC
News is absolutely erroneous and
untrue."
"Ahmed Mohamed and I arc
not intelligence officers," Yousif
said. He said he has never been
questioned about the case by U.S.
authorities.
In Washington, FBI spokesman
John Collingwood had no comment on the report. The State
Department also would not
comment.
Five Sudanese men were
among 11 suspects charged with
conspiring to bomb the United
Nations, two New York commuter tunnels and other sites. The
alleged plot was uncovered in

June with the help of an informant, Emad Salem.
U.N. security sources have said
in the past that investigators were
looking into the possible involvement of employees at the Sudanese mission. News reports have
mentioned Sudanese diplomats
but have not given names.
ABC said feclerat agents have
been monitoring the Sudanese
mission for two months.
The network quoted from transcripLs it obtained of conversations between Salem and Siddig
Ibrahim Siddig Ali, the alleged
ringleader of the plot.
It quoted Salem as asking,
The brothers who arc in the
Sudanese Embassy, are they
going to be with us?"
Siddig Ali, who is Sudanese,
replies, "God willing, yes.
There is someone who is going to
help me. High-level man."
Yousif told the AP that he
knows Siddig Ali, but only as a
member of the Sudanese community in New York.

Michael Robinson has been
awarded two scholarships. Robinson, son of Franklin and Janet
Robinson of Murray, has been
awarded a $500 Theatre Departmental Scholarship and a S1,0(8)
Achievement Award. He plans to
major in theatre/education at Murray State. Upon graduation,hc plans
to teach.

Bonnie Turner has been
awarded two scholarships. Turner,
daughter of Richard and Tok yon
Turner of Kirkscy, has been
awarded a $500 Achievement Scholarship and a $750 Bank of Murray
Scholarship. She plans to major in
chemistry and biology. Upon graduation, she will pursue a career in
medicine.

HOROSCOPES
%1 EDNESDAV. Al GUST 18.1993
'For sour personalwed daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on sour own
date of birth. call I 9011-988-7758. our phone company will Nil you t.)5
cents a minute.)
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eager to travel.
by handling work problems with
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baseball legend with sensitivity.
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Not. 211:
Roberto Clemente.- actor Robert
Redford, fonner first lady Rosalynn Reach tor the stars! Launching a
creative or artistic project is the first
Caner. actress Shelley Winters.
ARIES I March 21 April Itia step. A lighthearted approach will
Staamg on top ol current esents is work wonders when dealing with
good business. A blind date could difficult people.
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up your savings.
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make the right decision. Be firm. mood.
Take steps to ensure sour family 's
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mate who realizes that this lion is a pussy cat at heart.
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
thos• whoAvhat/avhisr• questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, It's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of bong a
new001110f.

By bringing you some usaul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
riliabl• business in your now
neighborhood. And more. Call...

liToya-solt
I-tosses ICOPers DOOM 7‘)-3079
04sOses Ingebeel Key 41124345
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TODAY
SERVICE NOTES
NAVY FIREMAN APPRENTICE BRIEN T. CLARK, son
of Pamela D. Clark of 1505 Clayshirt Dr., Murray, is currently
deployed aboard the aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt.
homeported in Norfolk, Va.
After more than 100 days at
sea, the ship transited from the
Mediterranean to the Red Sea
where Clark is helping to enforce
the United Nations-imposed "molly" zone over southern Iraq.
While in the Mediterranean,
the ship enforced the United
Nations imposed "no-fly" zone
over Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Clark, a 1990 graduate of Murray High School, joined the Navy
in September 1992.
• • • •
NAVY AIRMAN RECRUIT
JOHN M. AUSTIN, son of
Clegg F. and Faye B. Austin of
1227 Dogwood Dr., Murray, is
serving aboard the aircraft carrier, USS Abraham Lincoln, homeported in Alameda, Calif, on a
six-month Western Pacific,
Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf
deployment.
A ustira ship is the lead ship in
a battle group which includes
three cruisers, two frigates, a submarine, two replenishment ships.

JO'S DATEBOOK

and will operate with Carrier Air
Wing II. consisting of eight
squadrons with its 85 aircraft.
So far, Austin has visited Hong
Kong where crewmen from his
ship conducted several community relations projects.
Austin, a 1992 graduate of
Murray High School, joined the
Navy in November 1992.
• • • •
NAVY ENSIGN DANIEL W.
LOYD,a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High School. recently rcuirned from a two-month
Australian deployment aboard the
aircraft carrier USS Independence. forward deployed to
Yokosuka, Japan.
Loyd's ship led a five-ship
battle group in exercise Spring
Training 93. During the exercise,
the group operated with the Australian defence forces off the
coast of Western Australia.
This year's training allowed
aircraft squadrons aboard USS
Independence to conduct the first
aerial training in the area since
U.S. bases in the Philippines
closed last year.
Loyd joined the Navy in June
1981. He received his B.S. degree
from George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

Jo Burkeen
Today editor
Joe Pat aad Euple Ward received some sad sews from ow et
Joe Pat's World War II Army buddies last week. Roy Mitchell 01.
Gastonia, N.C.. called Joe Pat to tell him about the death of his sister.
Lucy Wheeler. She worked at a nine-story office building in Charlotte, N.C. When she left to go home on Friday afternoon, she punched
the button for the elevator, the door opened, and she stepped in failing
to notice that the elevator floor was not there. She was killed instantly
in the fall of five stories. Euple said Lucy was a very outgoing person
and she can just see her talking with fellow workers as she stepped on
the elevator. Joe Pat and Euple have remained close to his Army
friends and have visited the Mitchell family for many years.

' CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday, Aug. 18, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room at
the school. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Breastfeeding Class planned
Breastfeeding Class for Expectant Parents will be Thursday, Aug. 26,
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, 701 Olive Si, Murray. The class will he conducted by Sara Bogle, M.S., Nutritionist and
preregistration is required. Persons may pre-register by signing up at
WIC Office or call 753-3381. Dads and grandparents are also welcome
to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Flavil Robertson in 1948

Westside plans Cookout
Westside Baptist Church will have its church-wide Back to School
Cookout on Wednesday, Aug. 18. at 6 p.m. to mark the beginning of the
fall program. The Baptist Men's Group will be doing the grilling and set
up for the fellowship. Each family is asked to bring enough hamburgers,
hot dogs and buns for your family. Persons will bring other dishes for the
cookout.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday. Aug. 13, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Walker baby boy, mother, Deanna
Bennett, P.O. Box 502, Calvert City.
Dismissals
Clarence Hulse, 202 North Eighth
St., Murray; Mrs. Gail Marie Watson
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 192-0, Almo;
Mrs. Opal C Gale, Rt. 1, Box 214,
Springville, Tenn.; Buster Gene
McKinney, 8830 McKinney Rd., South
Fulton, Tenn.;
Gary Don Norman, At. 1, Box 443,
Benton; Louis Steven Lyons, P.O. Box
889. Murray; Mrs. Daisy L. Micklo, At,
3, Box 57-02. Calvert City;
Crisanto M. Villarreal, P.O. Box 245,
Murray; Mrs Martha R. Walks, 303
North Sixth St., Murray; Charles Cleo
Grogan. Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Pat Ryan Brew, At. 1, Box 163A,
Farmington; Mrs. Margaret P. Blalock,
1605 Sycamore St., Murray.

Expiration
Harold P Yarzab, 312 Circle Dr.,
South Fulton

Guest speaker at Lake-Land
The Rev. Will Cohron of Jacksonville, Fla., will be the guest speaker
on Thursday, Aug. 19, at 7 p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, 1653
North 16th Extended, Murray. "The Rev. Cohron has a dynamic ministry, having been a successful evangelist, then for several years pastored
a large church in Jacksonville. Everyone is welcome to attend." said the
pastor, the Rev. James H. Cain. For information call 753-5757 or
759-1602.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Aug. 14, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Miss Mirando Jo Dunn, Rt. 1, Box
210, Dexter; Miss A4yranda Ripley, At.
3, Box 190, Murray; Kenneth B. Jolly,
At. 7, Box 225, Benton;
Jamie Rutland, 101 Center St, Apt.
12, Hazel; Mrs. Lois Sheller, At. 8,
Box 117, Benton; Elbert Frank Hill, At.
4, box 83, Murray;
Mrs Vicki E Reese, Rt. 7, Etvox
258, Murray; Miss Deanna Bennett
and baby girl, P.O. Box 502, Calvert
City;
Mrs. Brenda J Jessie and baby girt
1202 Lone Oak, Lot 22, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Crystal A. Allgood, P.O. Box 657,
Calvert City;
Mrs. Candi Freeland and baby boy,
417 West Ninth St., Benton; Glen W.
Brandon, Rt. 5, Box 441, Murray.

Kirksey Class of 1959 will meet
Members of Kirkscy High School Class of 1959 will meet Friday.
Aug. 20, at 6 p.m at JCPenney parking lot to go to Bil Bone Box
Restaurant at Grand Rivers for dinner. This will be to make plans for the
35-year class reunion to be held in 1994. For more information call Celia
Key at 753-6078.

Civitans will meet Thursday
"Opportunities in R.O.T.C." at Murray State University will be theme
of the Aug. 190 meeting of Murray Civitan Club. The guest speaker at
the noon meeting will be Capt. David Henson. The groups meets at
Homeplace Restaurant, Coldwater Road, and visitors are welcome.

Children's Home dinner Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Flavil Robertson in 1993

Couple married 45 years

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Loretta Jobs -

We are pleased to
announce that Shanna
Tabers, bride-elect of
Michael Burress, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Shanna and Michael
will be married September 3, 1993.
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Flay!' and Lillian Robertson will celebrate their 45th wedding
aniversary on Sunday. Aug. 22. A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray.
The event will be hosted by their children, Lesa and Richard Rice
of Dallas, Texas, and Rosetta Todd, Becky and Paul Robertson, and
John Robertson, all of Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend, but the family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Robertson were marncd Aug. 21, 1948, at Avondale
Methodist Church, Chicago, Ill., with the Rev. Charles Smith officiating. Their attendants were the late Lois Fross Alhgren. Chicago, and
Harold Chapman, Fulton, Tenn.
Mrs. Robertson is the daughter of the late Ralph and Mary Schilling
of Chicago, Ill. Mr. Robertson is the son of the late Zella Anderson
Robertson and Nathaniel Robertson of Murray and Carbondale, Ill.
The Robertsons have resided in Murray since their marriage. Mrs.
Robertson served as staff nurse at Calloway County Health Center.
Mr. Robertson served as Fire Chief of Murray for 19 years and also
ruffed from Murray State University.
Their grandchildren are Mary Anne, Kristina and Rebecca Todd,
Alecia and Brian Robertson, John Casey, Michelle, Andrea and Elijah
Robertson. and Elysa Rice.

Wesley Stuart Murphy born on Aug. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Murphy
of Clarksville. Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Wesley Stuart
Murphy, born on Wednesday.
Aug. 4, at Memorial Hospital,

Clarksville.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Emmert, formerly of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Murphy of Sikeston, Mo.
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National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 Niprth, Murra3..

Senior Games scheduled
The Purchase Area Senior Games Swimming Tournament will be
Saturday. Aug. 21, a 10 a.m. at the Nautilus Racquet and Swim Club,
Paducah. Preregistration is recommended but will accept late registrations
the morning of the event. The fee is 45. Participants will receive a
goodybag and t-shirt. Medals will be awarded to the first, second and
third place winners in each group. Registration forms may be picked up
at all senior centers, the Bank of Murray, or by calling Peggy Williams
at the Purchase Area Development District Office at 1-247-7171,
1-554-2097 or 753-8325.
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Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday. Aug. 18, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested
persons. OA is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of life
who meet in order to help solve a common problem -compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating
compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program.
There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Plans for the New England Foliage Tour, Sept. 29 to Oct. 9, have been
completed by a tour group. For information contact Ruth Blackwood,
203 South Eighth Si, Murray, or call 753-2827.

,
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Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

New England tour planned

Spon.ored hy Murray Shrine Club
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"Money and the Christian: A Course in Biblical Economics" will be
title of the seminar to beconducted by Caleb McAfee, entrepreneur and
author, on Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 18 and 19, at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center, 1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.. Murray. He will be
assisted by his wife, Mary. The seminar is free and open to the public. A
love offering will be received to cover expenses. Persons are asked to
note the new location of the New Life Christian Center. For more information call the center at 753-1622 or 753-7217.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, Aug. 19,
at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are invited to attend.

estaurant

13rd

Seminar at New Life Center

Camera Club meeting Thursday

TODAY

avstivat

The annual fund-raising dinner for the Western Kentucky Children's
Home will be Thursday, Aug. 19, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Activities Center at Kentucky Dam Village. For more information call the church
offices of University or Glendale Road Churches of Christ.

\,4„,/ SPECIALS OF THE MONTH
$7.99
*Large Balloon Bouquet
Includes 1 mylar and 5 laytex
$8.99 (Iii:11) *I Mylar With Candy Filled Mug
-FM DELIVERY *Also specializing In gift baskets and country crafts
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Heartland's Country Charm go
404 IL 121.11 • Ithseray (next to the Edge) 753-5242
Sours: 1111m.-Prt. 106 & Sot. 10-2
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A two-week Gymnastics Camp was held recently at Jane Marle's Dance
Studio. Ribbons and certificates were present for Individual achievements. Pictured from left, are Brittney Bogard, John Wall, second place
overall, Leslie Hatfield, Ten&II Elliott, first piece overall, Brianne Costei•
lo, Amy Page, Ashley Byerly, Sara Jane Cunningham, Allison Cross and
Lauren Hines. Elle Arant and Jane Marie Chapman were camp
instructors.
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, July 20
Elm Grove Neighborhood Watch
meeting/7 p m./Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
CaUoway County -itigfi School Orieniation for freshmen and parents/6:30
pm/gym
Murray Middle School Orientation for
sixth, seventh and eighth grades/7 pm

Mr. and Mrs. David A. Drenner Sr.
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Murray Planning Commission/7
pm/Murray City Hall
East Calloway Elementary Schooi Site
Based Counci1/7 p.m /school.
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site-Based Count 11/5 10 p.m./school.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)!?
p m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne:753-0224
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building
101'S 834/1-irst Presbyterian- Church/6
p m. inlo/759 9964
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/751.11082
Murray Optimist Club/6 - 30
pot illomeplace Restaurant.
Slurray Quilt Lovers/6 pm /Calloway
County Public library.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
pm /American Legion hail. South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Singles Group of First Ch
an
Church/6 10 pm
First Assembly of God Vacation Bible

West and Drenner vows
said at the Weaks Center
Jo NFU West and David A. Drenner Sr., both of Murray, were married on Saturday, May 29, at 4 p.m. at Weaks Community Center,
Murray.
Judge Executive George Weaks officiated at the ceremony with
music by Crystal Drenner, niece of the groom.
The bride is the daughter of the late U.D. West and Cora A West of
For some vacationers, brea- and statesmen have proloundly
Hazel and Dresden, Tenn. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jercity
and
life
of
the
influenced
the
thing the pure country air in the
ome Drenner of Blue Island, Ill.
charming corner of the United the nation.
Escorted by her nephew, Kennith P. West of Dresden, Tenn., the
and
change
like
people,
Cities,
States, called New England, is
bride wore a floor length gown of buttercup yellow featuring a lace
pleasure enough. To spend an evolve. Boston is famous for its
overlay with short sleeves banded with yellow satin beneath panels of
entire week, touring where our adaptive use of old structures.'
yellow lace trimmed ruffles starting at the waist and ending with a
founding fathers walked in the The old Quincy Market, the
circle
of lace circling the hemline. She carried a bouquet of white and
17th Century is positively Waterfront, and Charlestown
-yellow daisies and yellow roses with greenery and centered with a
renovated
are
being
Yard
Navy
exhausting!
large white mum with yellow streamers.
New England, where America for a variety of community, comHer jewelry were yellow heart shaped earrings, and a small gold
was born, consists of Vermont, mercial, and leisure uses.
locket on a gold chain which contained photographs of the groom and
Rhode Island, Maine, MassaThe marriage of historic prehis son. She had a penny in each of her shoes.
chusetts, Connecticut, and New servation and economic revitaliMs. Nellie Mae Evans of Pans, Tenn., was matron of honor. She
Hampshire. It is a land of warm zation has created a skyline of
wore a sky blue gown with lace overlay. She carried a bouquet of
beaches, fresh seafood, mountain contrasts: modern skyscrapers
burgundy, white and blue carnations with silver ribbon streamers.
trails, peaceful shaded lanes, and the Government Center with
Jerry Drenner of Demote. Ind., served as best man for his brother.
picket fences, hollyhocks, histor- the steeple of the Old North
Micheal
Paul Drenner of Calvert City, son of the groom, served as
ic trails and covered bridges.
Church and clock tower of the
ringbearer.
Everyone has a favorite, and Customs House, _Architectural
Ushers were Hinton Craig of Paris, Tenn., and Stephen Drenner,
Vermont happens to be my favo- and cultural diversity is the
nephew of the groom.
rite. If you travel that way, don't essence of Boston.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedoes with white shirts
miss Manchester, Vt., and the
The Museum of Fine Arts of
and
black bow ties.
Equox, what a picture perfect Boston began to acquire AmeriSpecial guests at the wedding included Mrs. Ruby Evitts, Mrs. Raitown and Inn. The golf course can watercolors more than 100
ney Lovins, Ms. Bonnie Mohundro and Mrs. Karan Drenner, sisters
has recently been renovated and years ago. Today, its collection is
and sister-in-law of the couple.
the crowds are few.
unparalleled. The newest exhibiMs. Bobbie Lue Wilson of Sharon, Tenn., presided at the guest
Plimoth Plantation on Cape tion is titled: "Awash In Color:
register.
Cod Bay in Plymouth, Mass., is a Homer, Sargent, and the Great
A reception followed in the downstairs room of the center.
thatched, wattle-and-daub houses American Watercolor." One
The table was covered with a yellow cloth and featured the wedding
of the 1627 vintage. The cos- could stay for hours, just soaking
cake with green and yellow flowers and topped with a bride and
tumed interpreters speak early in all of the beauty.
groom statuette, flanked by yellow candles in cut glass holdeers.
17th century English and they are
The picturesque, historic town
Serving the guests were Mrs. Kimberley McClure of Palmersville.
willing to answer all questions of Kennebunkport, Maine, is the
Tenn.,
and Mrs. Kale Bowlin of Dresden, Tenn.
about their way of life in Eng- summer home of President
The bride attended schools in Hazel, Weakley County, Tenn. and
land, before they came to Ameri- George Bush. He and his family
Paris, Tenn. The groom graduated from Tildin Tech and I.B.M. Colca. You actually believe them. were there when our group
lege,
both at Chicago, III., where he received a degree in IBM CompuFor a country girl, I must arrived, probably enjoying the
Knowledge.
He is retired from Murray State University.
ter
admit I loved the cities best of Maine Lobster, just as we were.
all! Boston, Mass., is everything
This is simply a thumbnail
you ever thought it was. Boston sketch of the cradle of American
exemplifies many aspects of liberty, another time, another
America's heritage. Its scholars place.

Old North Church at Boston, Mass.

Mardis to be honored today
Terri Mardis of Aurora has
received the Certified Professional Secretary rating.
A reception honoring Mardis
will be today (Tuesday) from 5 to
6:30 p.m. at the North Branch of
Peoples Bank. A presentation of
awards is scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
This rating is obtained by successfully passing all six parts of
an examination which is administered by the Institute for Certifying Secretaries, a department of
Professional Secretaries
International.
The two-day examination is
given in May and November of
each year. The exam covers areas
of today's business environment
including areas of behavioral science, economics and management, accounting, office administration and communication,
business law and office
technology.
Mardis is an office assistant to
the vice presidents of Vanderbilt
Chemical and Minerals Corporations in Murray. Until August of
this year, she served as the
departmental secretary to Dr.
Robert McGaughey in Murray
State's Department of Journalism
_
and Radio-TV.
She has been active with the
Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International since
joining in 1991. She presently
serves as corresponding secretary
and has served as committee
chairman for the 1993 Kentucky
Division meeting of Professional
Secretaries Internation held in
Murray in May of 1993.
Mardis also has served on the
MSU Staff Congress and is a
member of Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church Women.

A graduate of Carlisle County
High School, she is a graduate of
Paducah Community College
with an associate degree in
accounting. She has taken additional courses in business at Murray State.
The daughter of David and
Catherine Dubrock of Arlington,
Mrs. Mardis is married to Douger
Mardis. They have two children,
Brock, 7, and Brook, 4.

S‘1":116 epcinnsday.
i
Aug. 18
Murray Huard of Zoning
Adostments/5 Is pm /City Hall.
Calloway County High School Site
Based Decision Making Council/4
p m Thome economics room.
Calloway County Public Library events
include Parents and 1 wo1/9 30 a.m. and
Story hour/ID 10 a m
Ladies Golf at Murray Country Club/9

Wednesday. Aug. 18
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Studvilp ant
Supper/5 10 pm Children's Choir I cad
ership Meeting/6 pm.library opcn/6 1s
p.m.; Klaymata/6 30 p.m
Business
meeting/6 45 pm; Sanctuary Choir!? 45
m
Glendale Road Church of Mist Bible
Classes" pm
I:mistrals Church of Christ events
include Bible (Iasses7 pm
Overeaters Anonymous/s IS pm /1-his
Community Center
Kentucky Museum/open
14thrr
14 '17si aryi 141
45 pm
National Scouting Museum/open
am 4 10 pm
Land BetWeen the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10 30 a m and 1 10 pot
and Food Preservation depending on gat
den yields/Homeplace, Planetarium
Show/11 am 1, 2 and 3 pm /Visitor
Center. Deer Up Close/10 am. Snakes
and Turtles/I pm., Eagles Up Close/2
p no Red Wolves/1 p.m

Solid
Gold Bracelet

am

Oaks rountry Club hosts Tri 'State
Ladies Golf Tournament/9 a.m.
Alcoholic Anonynsous IAA)/open
discussion/II a m./American Legion
Building. South %rah and Maple Streets
Infof751 8136 or 435 4114. •
Health Express of Murray•Calloway
County Hospnal/Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center, Murray/8 3011 - 30 a.m. and

Murrayan selected for
honor society at Auburn

AUBURN, Ala. — Angela
Herndon of Murray, who will
graduate from Auburn University
during summer quarter commencement, has been selected for
the national honor society Phi
Kappa Phi.
Membership in Phi Kappa Phi
is limited to the top five percent
of graduating students in all
academic disciplines.
Herndon was a member of
Kappa Omicron Nu, Omicron
Delta Kappa, Mortar Board, Car-

dinal Key, Tigerettes, Modeling
Board, Alpha Gamma Delta
social sorority, Phi Eta Sigma,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Student
Government Association, Top 20
Miss Glomerata and Miss Homecoming, School of Human Sciences president and Cadre
hostess.
The graduate is majoring in
fashion merchandising and plans
to work in international retailing.
She is the daughter of Don and
Joyce Herndon of Murray.

L
121n3e°- dapncnie classes for Leisure Life
members/4 10 6.30 p.m./University
Branch of Hank of Murray. Info/
753.1893
Hazel Center/open 10 am 2 pm /for
senior citiiens' activities
Weaks Center/open Ii a m 4 pm./for
senior citiicns' activities.
Senior Golf League/8 a m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/7 a m; MCCII Communion service/10.30. a m.; Evangelism
Committee/noon; Chou/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
pm
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church events include Hood Relief/2 5
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Youth and %Moons Groups/1 p.m . Choir
Rehearsal/8 p.m
VVestside Baptist Church Back to School
Cookout/6 pm.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Communion service/7 p.m., followed by
Prayer Group.
•
First Presbyterian (lurch events include
Choir Practice/6 10 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Pray trill) a m.; Staff
Parish Committee Training/7 p m.;
Chancel Chou/730
Grace Baptist Church events include
King's Kids, Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, and Adult Bible Study/7 p.m ;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 .p.m.

14K. Diamond
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Large number of Persian antique
rugs in Isfahan, Tabriz, Kashan,
Bijar, Heriz Sr. Other designs of
Pakistani, Indian, Chinese, Afghan
& many more to select from.

DON'T MISS
THIS
TREASURE!!

Opening
Wednesday,
August 11
at 10 a.m.

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires

featuring first quality
lingerie for ladies
In regular and plus sizes

ORIENTAL RUG GALLERY
Open I s.cry Day - Mon.-Sun. 10-f,
Certificate of
Authenticity
Provided

Man's
Diamond
Nugget
Ring

99* Panty Sale
•99' Earring
Clearance
R

2370 Jackson Street
Paducah, KY 42003
(502) 443-11,9

Rubies or
Sapphires

YOUR CHOICE
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New Murray State Lady
Racer basketball head coach
Eddie Fields knows that there
is nothing like a road trip to
bring a basketball team
together.
If so, his Lady Racers will
be a close-knit family by January. as the team will play nine
of its first 10 regular-season
games away from Racer Arena
according to its 1993-94 schedule released today.
Though only 11 of 26
regular-season games are to be
played in Murray, the Lady
Racers' schedule has several
expected drawing cards.
including visits by Kentucky
and Southern Illinois.
"It's a tough way to start a
new program," Fields said
after reviewing the 1993-94
slate. "Even the home schedule is tough. But I'm not one
to cry about the schedule. I'm
of the attitigle that were just
going to prepare and go play,
no matter who it is we're
playing."
After an exhibition game on
Nov. 20 against Zagreb of
Croatia, the Lady Racers begin
the regular season on Nov. 29
at Evansville. With the first
seven games away from home,
the Lady Racers host Campbellsville College on Dec. 18
in the home opener.
Murray State opens its
home-and-home Ohio Valley
Conference schedule on Jan. 8
on the road at Morehead State.
The OVC season is interrupted only by home games
against Southern Illinois (Jan.
19) and Kentucky (Feb. 23).
This year, the OVC Tournament will include all conference teams and will be held
March 3-5 in Municipal Auditorium at Nashville, Tenn.

MSU hoop schedule full of sluggers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
As the 1993-94 Racer basketball schedule was released, Scott
Edgar admitted to feeling more
like Connie Mack and less like
John Wooden.
"Remember back in the '30s
when the American League played the Yankees and they called it
Murderer's Row?" Edgar asked
Tuesday morning. "Well, I feel
like the American League."
Though the upcoming slate is
filled with an inviting 14 regularseason home games, the teams
that get off the buses carry
impressive credentials into Racer
Arena — Memphis State, Ole
Miss, Saint Louis and Florida
International.
"It's crazy, but it's a schedule I
like," the third-year coach noted.
"It's a schedule where the people

that follow us will set some very
good basketball."
After a pair of exhibition
games, including the Blue-Gold
game on Nov. 13 and a Nov. 23
date with Slovenia, the Racers
take to the road for the regularseason opener against a very
familiar foe in an unfamiliar
building.
Edgar, a former assistant under
head coach Nolan Richardson at
Arkansas, will take the Racers to
Fayetteville on Nov. 29 to play
the first-ever regular-season game
in the Razorbacks new
18,000-seat arena. The last time
Edgar and Richardson hooked up
was in 1992 when the Razorbacks
eliminated the Racers from the
NCAA Tournament in an emotional setting at Milwaukee.
"It's going to be like last year
when we went to Indiana for the

gg Its crazy, but it's a
schedule I like. It's o
schedule where the
people that follow us
will see some very
good basketball. j,
...Scott Edgar
EDGAR
first game," said Edgar, whose
Racers fell to the Hoosiers in the
first round of the Preseason NIT.
"But, we have a couple of (exhibition) games before we play Arkansas to get ready.
"We'll sec what we're made of
early in the year."

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
With 15 practice days separating the
Racers from their season-opener with
Eastern Illinois on Sept. 2, Houston
Nutt has several pages in his "Things I
Have To Do" notebook:
— Settle on a quarterback.
— Set a two-deep depth chart.
— Get healthy.
While quarterback Butch Mosby is
working as his first-team quarterback,
he's far from locking up the position.
"I want Butch," Nutt admitted after
Monday's afternoon sesssion. "Butch is
a senior, the players like him and he's
seen game action. But he's being
pushed."
Freshman redshirt Donnie Stephens
is working out as the No. 2 signalcaller with true freshman Cory Rodney
working with the No. 1 and No. 2
offenses.
Allen Johnson, a sophomore who
played inside linebacker last year, was
moved from his spring practice position of free safety to outside linebacker

Calloway County High School's football team will scrimmage
North Muhlenberg at home on Friday, Aug. 20 at 5:30 p.m. This
scrimmage will serve to introduce the 1993 Laker football team and
cheerleader squads. Barbecue and hot dogs will be sold as a fundraiser for the football program. There will also be free watermelon
and the public is invited and encouraged to attend Meet the Lakers.
• Season passes for 1993-94 Laker athletics will be on sale at Meet
the Lakers. Football or soccer season passes are $10 for students, SI5
adults. For basketball its $15 for students and S20 for adults.
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and freshman James Baker, coming
into camp as defensive back, was
moved from the Racer secondary to
wide receiver.
Senior fullback David Cox was hobbling Monday with a hip pointer.
Anthony Hutch missed Monday's
workouts with a stomach virus and
Kris Minnich has been slowed by tendonitis in his right knee.
University of Kentucky transfer
Shane King was Monday's biggest
attraction in more ways than one.
Working sparingly in the Racers' run
scrimmage, the Heath High product
blew his man off the line on all three
plays.
King, who was listed at 6-5, 305
pounds in last year's UK media guide,
checked into the Racers' camp weighing 388 pounds. He could become eligible for this season if he receives his
medical clearance which is expected
any day.
RACER NOTES: Nutt will hold his
first big scrimmage of the summer
today at approximately 4 p.m.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Bob
Ojeda has become a starting
pitcher in the major leagues all
over again.
Five months after he nearly
died in the Florida boating accident that killed two teammates,
Ojeda joined the Cleveland
Indians' rotation Monday night in
a gutsy 4-1 loss to the Toronto
Blue Jays.
He pitched five innings and
allowed three runs and seven hits,
striking out one and walking
none. The numbers mattered little
to him.
"I want good results, but the
fact that I was out there was
weighing heavily on my mind,"
he said. "And the way the people
responded has been great."
Ojeda, 35, received standing
ovations from the crowd of
25,546 when he walked to the
bullpen for pregame warmups
and again when he took the
• mound for the first inning.
His wife, Ellen, was watching,
along with their 2-year-old
daughter, Katherine,- and Ojeda's
three children from a previous
marriage. Also in the stands were
Roger McDowell, the Los
Angeles Dodgers pitcher who had
convinced him to keep playing
when he wanted to quit, and Patti
Olin, whose husband, Steve, died
with Tim Crews in the March 22
accident in central Florida.
"I was ready to chuck every-
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thing and just run away from it
all," Ojeda said. "It's a lot
easier to walk out than to deal
with this. Without Roger. I
wouldn't be here."
Mrs. Ojeda got teary-eyed as
her husband stepped on the
mound.
"I didn't see the first inning
real well. My eyes were a little
blurry," she said. "Right after
the accident. I never thought I
would sec this day. I was
hoping."
Predictably nervous, Ojeda
(0-1) got off to a bad start, yielding a single by Devon White and
consecutive home runs by Roberto Alomar and Paul Molitor.
"Once the game starts, the
competition begins," Molitor
said. "But I think what Bobby
has gone through has been a lesson for everyone. It puts wins
and losses in perspective. Compared to what he's gone through,
that's all they are — wins and
losses."
After Molitor homered, Cleveland pitching coach Rick Adair
visited the mound, and the pitching instincts Ojeda had developed
in 12 years with Boston, the New
York Mets and Los Angeles soon
kicked in. He held the Blue Jays
scoreless for the balance of his
five innings.
"I was trying to put a lot of
things out of my mind and just
focus," he said.

CALL
753-7020
,.
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WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
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Murray State quarterback Beryl Bona (5) lets a pass go during a drill
Monday. The Racers have a
key scrimmage today.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all your family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Ojeda makes return
complete with start

Steven Crouch and Jason West ended their seasons as members of
the Paris Braves on a victorious note in the Amateur Athletic Union
National Championship Tournament. The Braves defeated Plymouth/
New Hope, Minn. 6-5 in the consolation bracket at the USA Olympic
Stadium in Millington, Tenn. Crouch picked up the save in the game.
The Braves were eliminated from the championship bracket the
night before when they lost to eventual National AAU chtfffpion, the
New England Mariners, 5-4.
Crouch finished the year leading the Braves pitchers in wins,
innings pitched and strikeout/walk ratio. West led the team in batting,
on-base percentage, runs scored and several other offensive categories.
Defensively he divided his time behind the plate and at shortstop. He
also recorded three saves in relief.

11\•1411 RIO II

The postseason OVC Tournament will again be played on a
neutral site, this time in Municipal Auditorium at Nashille.
March 3-5.
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Crouch, West finish seasons with Braves
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Memphis State visits Murra•k
on Jan. 19 in the middle of a
five-game January home stand
The Racers and Tigers last played
in 1991-92 and resume their
series after a one-year layoff.
Memphis State last played in
Murray during the 1988-89
season.

Decisions at QB, injuries
spell King-size dilemmas

BRIEFS

EARN
6.00(4

Pikev ille.
The Racers close 1993 at the
University of Toledo MVP Holiday Classic Dec. 29-30 and visit
Dayton during the New Year's
weekend. The Ohio Valley Conference season begins Jan. 8 at
Morehead State.
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After the trip to Fayetteville,
the Racers return home Dec. 2 for
an exhibition game against
VASDA-USA, followed by five
consecutive home games, including Ole Miss, Saint Louis and
Florida International, plus in-state
rivals Campbellsville and
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D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
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512 South 12th St., Murray
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Last
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bike brass ANTIQUE upright piano,
WANTED barmaids, wait EXERSISE
horses, levees, other items good condition 753-5297
roues & dancers. $500
day or night
plus weekly Doll House Many good clocks
753-9780
Cale, Paris
Tn
PIANO Lessons, Lynn
901-642-4297 7pm 2am
FISHER Papa Bear wood Grove 435-4573
IVCSINICX%
stove, like new with acces
PIANO tuning John
- WENDY'S now hiring for
ones & some pipe $400
Gottschalk, 753 9600
day time shill Must be able
753-2417
DEADLINES
to work weekends
24A
Deadlines are 2 days in
Cashiers & prep people GAS stove excellent con
advance!
Apply at store daily Ask for dition. $250, dresser with
Miscellaneous
manager Chestnut Street, hutch mirror, $100, weight
Dietary Aide PartADJUSTMEN'TS
matching
BAHAMA
Murray
2
Cruise 5 days4
bench,
$50.
time, afternoon Shift
Advertisers are retwin headboards, frames & nights Underbookedl Must
quested ko check the
Experience preferred
WILDLIFE/
boxsprings. $50. twin bed, sell' $279couple Limited
first insertion of their
CONSERVATION JOBS
Apply at West View
complete $30. 101 Dakna- tickets (407) 767-8100 ext
Murads(many error.
ACCEPTING applications
Game
wardens
security,
Nursing Home, 1401
tiOn twin comlorter set, $50 4395 Mon Sat 9am lOpm
ray Ledger & 111111*.
for part time 11pm- 7arn
maintenance ow No sap
4892423
South 16, Murray
will be responsible for
necessary Now hiring For
shift in convenience store
FOR lakes, ponds roads &
only one incorrect inEOE
more
into
call GAS water heater, gas fur- streets We have dozer,
Must be honest, dependAny error
sertion.
219 794 0010 ext 7159. nace, window air condi- grader, dirt mover & also
able
able to work
should be reported imweekends Apply in person DO you need a GED/ Do 8am 8pm 7 days
tioner camper trailer lack bush hogging Any size
mediately so correc811 Sycamore
stand 753-1537
lobs Free estimates Call
you need hope for the fu
be
made.
tions can
Ted Edwards or Charles
sire arid help to get a soled
ATTENTION Murray
GRANDFATHER dock for
Smotherman 436 5828 or
career? We have 22 JOB
POSTAL
JOBS
Start
condition
excellent
sale.
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge753 9822
$11 41hr plus benefits For openings for peccite 16 Oyu
753-4725
nuine hand tossed pizza
high
time
not
full
that
are
21
info
call
application &
CLEANING house is my
KENLAKE State Parks Hot
fresh salads sandwiches
school students Call
JOHN Deere riding mower.
gyros Open all yew at 1 (216) 233 9078 7arn to 753-9378 Five days a week business Reliable and ex flhp, 30' cut, excellent con- August Blues Festival
perienced references Cal
Sunday, August 29 Ticket
5pm Closed Mon and lOpm 7 days
between 8 00am 3 00pm
dition,$850 obo Call information 800
Linda 7599553
325 0143
rues
474-8119.
6pm
We are an EOE This proafter
9311
759
1 800 649-3804
pot is funded by the West
NURSE will sit with elderly
JUST Arrrvede New shipem Kentucky Private In
Monday thru Friday during
HELP WANTED
EXCITING, Feel Great'
ment of 16- & 165 Blem
dusty Council JTPA
the
day
354-9232
Lose weight' Call me hnd
Laborers for constructlight truck Ores All tread
Out howl 437 4467 or
ing houses
EARN up to $1000 weekly WILL do home health per
patterns %Sloe plus tax
753 7262
processing mail Start now
Mounted. balanced & put K T I and Associates offer sonal care Nights only
Licensed plumber for rewig a full line of investigative
no
experience
free
sup
Call
after
6pm
or leave on Warehouse Tire 400
FRAMING Custom &
sidential construction
Bet Air Center
services
plies
free
information,
1111
no message 753 4590
Industrial Rd 753
Creative by Linda Hartle*
753 3868 or 436 6099
Electrician for residenobligation Send SASE to
Orr. (former owner of Art
JUST wrivedl Shipment of
HI Lo PO Box 3648 BB
tial -construction
lines) Now at Icon Art &
XP2000 General W L 1st
Mobee
San
Angelo
Texas
76902
Mur
Frame 200 So 4th St
502-753-5561
line tires at a low, low price
Horne, For Sale
ray 753 7201
EASY work, Excellent Pay I
175 70 13 $45 Ware
Assemble products at ALTERATIONS and re
house Tire 400 Industrial 1981 14165 MASCOT
MRS. THERESA, Reader
ATTENTIONII
Home
Makcompletely set up 3br 2
home, call toll free pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
Road, Murray
Ky
& Advisor. A true born
ers, Senior Citizens. Sec- 1-800-467 5566 ext 8047
bath central air, gas heat
Psychic, gifted from God
dos Ruth's See and Sew. 753 1111
Jobbers & College Stu
siding shingle roof city wa
Country Square 1608 N
554 7904 call for ond
afternoon
EXPERIENCED
for
LIKE new cash register
dents Cabievision has sevfor cable Can be moved or
121 Murray 753 6981
appointment
sale, several dept keys
eral permanent part time cook 1-9 shift Apply in
rent 2 acre lot North of
Country
at
Ann's
$350 753-1861
ROGER Hudson Hauling evening telemarketing pos- person
SEWING lobs wanted in
Murray $11 000 Call
Hudson Horse and Clo
eluding formal wear
itions available for the Kitchen in Hazel
753 7684
METAL for farm & commer
thing Supply 753 4545
Super Motivated, Goal HELP wanted Part time 753 1061
aal buildings Galvanized
1989 CHAMPION 14x80
Oriented, High Achiever
cashier Must be dean &
Galvalume and painted in 3br 2 full baths central ha
training,
base neat No experience nec
We offer paid
110
of
01
and
02
Choice
grade
underpinning included
1993 N11-1/1CARF.
salary plus commission, cesary Apply at Pioneer
10 colors CaN 489 2722 of 753 5117 after 5pm
1NFORN1ATION
weekly & monthly bonuses, Convenience Mart 618 S
histruatIon
489-2724 for pleat
departmental incentives
!4.1edicare supplement
CLOSE out on at 1993
4th ex Hwy 94 Lynn Grove
Cablevision, 76 N Main St,
SANYO 4 head VCR HO
insurance is nos,
.
models New 1994s areBenton, KY 42025 EOE
remote barely used $200 arrtvingli All of our new
standanzed in 10
#
REGISTRATION obo 492 8446
Apply in person
plans and sse %rite
homes are quality built
Agee 3 arid Up
all 10
energy efficient See the
BABYSITTER
needed
for
student
USED
desks
$30
The part A deductible
4yr old boy Preferably on
Cash & carry Twin Lake housing leader Dinkins
you, or your
Mobile Homes Inc Hwy
'h ran
but
will
consider
our
home
Office
Products 753 0123
insurance.
79E
Paris
TN
Refer
arrangements
other
'nark( C" ,jyrrrrra t'
must pay has been
WASHER & dryer, $50
1 800 642 4891
call
ences
Please
Excellent cornincreased to S676 iii
typewriter, $40 new $180
Tuesday, Aug. 1711.
4362848
1993
Sea Eagle Inflatable boat. CUMMINGS Meter Poles
pensation,
creacm.
5:30
p.m
10
Specializing in mobile
Fur more infermauen
CAR stereo installer, ex
$75 753 7231
home electric services 200
call
tive work envipenence required Send re753-4647
amp $375 100 amp $325
NleC(3NNELIL.
sume to PO Box 48 Mur
ronment, unlim435 4027
INSURANCE
ray Ky 42071
AGENCY'
ited opportunity
Appliances
HOT Summer Sizzling
753-4199
Sale Volunteer Homes
for advancement.
REFRIGERATOR white
or nationwide 1-800Inc 'Home of the Unboat
455-4199
$100 753 6633
Send resume to
able Dear 8295 1985 2br
'our 31st sear of sers:,e
1984 87 OLDS Cutlass Su
only $500 down $156 per
Steven G. Sacora,
preme. prefer red or blue
McDonaIas
month #235 14x70 only
753-1628
10
Ii
CPA
$9995 8275 16x80 31or,
Now taking
ANTIQUES by the piece of
10% cliiwn extra neat
Rt. 1 Box 186
applications!
collections Call 753 9433 3PC living room suite, port $175 per month 8291 Nice
Sedalia, Ky. 42019
after 5pm
& part time
able dishwasher, 2 console 2br, only $4995 #299
Repo' 14x80 3br only $500
TVs. GE clothes dryer
DOSitions available
down $189 per month
Must be willing to
ANTIQUE side board &dor 436 2463 •
INDUSTRIAL type kitchen
5294 Big 28x70 doublow
work weekends
dining table & chairs walwork, part time. Mon-Fn, nut, mahogany or cherry, COUCHES, chairs lamps ide only $26,995 10%
Apply in person at
other household articles down and $275 per month
7-3 Apply in person 411 N
McDonald's
50yrs or older 753 3672
Reasonable prices 4 used 8683 New 3br, 2 bath
4th St No phone calls
In Murray.
after 5pm
wooded garage doors shingle roof & vinyl siding
please
CASH paid for good used $10ieia 753 6620 after $15995 10% down and
INSURANCE position Part rifles, shotguns, and pis- 6pm
$165 per month 'We Want
time secretary Must meet tols Benson Sporting
LARGE wooden entertain Your Business' Highway
public well and have good
12th,
Goods 519 S
ment cabinet like new very 79 East Pans. Tennessee
skills in typing, accounting
Murray
38242
sturdy 753 5149
and filing PO Box 596,
FRONT end loader for a
Murray, Ky 42071
QUEEN size soft side LAKELAND Quality
Ford 2000 tractor and good
waterbed. $200 Call Homes Now is the time to
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
LOOKING for a responsible
used carpeting 753409
buy 94 s at 93 prices 5%
759 1914
(Doors open at 6-00)
adult to care for a 14 yr old
down payment to qualified
JUNK air conditioners will
girl in our home M W F
SOFA chair, coffee table buyers New 16x80 3br
Knights of Columbus Hall
7 15am-11 30am & T-Th
pick up 436-2904
and 2 end tables good $219 per mo New 1470
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
8am-12 45pm Must have 3
STANDING timber, top dol- condition $400 obo Will 3br, $187 per mo New
male
references
If
1/4
interested
Road
Hale
on
Sq.
right
Road,
south to Sq. Hole
separate 753 4798
lar paid 753-9808
14x60 2br, $174 per mo
call 492-8317
JON PROE T ORGAN /ATION
LII
New 14x56 2br, $141 per
(-) EN to ;HI
SOFA & matching love
NEED babysiner my home
2br,
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray
seat grayish blue with mo New 14x52
or yours Approx 3 days per
wood trim, like new, $250 $10500 Used 14x64 21x
week Hazel, New Provi$9995 Used 14x60 2br,
Call 753-2753 after 5pm
dence area 492-8614
$7995 Jack Thompson,
BOGARD trucking and ex
Terry Lynch, Bill Carder,
Americas Scco,c1 Car
NOW accepting applica210
cavatmg Inc We haul top
641 N. Benton. Ky
tions for cooks & waitressoil gravel, fie del, white
t 527 5253
FlreWood
ses ME 's Greenhorse
rock rip rap 759 1828
Cafe, Hwy 94E Murray
A FIREWOOD for sale
CHILDREN'S play house
474-2133
437 4667
8 x8 . $250 753 2417
Coast
to
Coast
Locations
OTR Driver wanted for
Homes For Rent
owner operator Leased to
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
homes near
MOBILE
2
local company Home ev
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Alma, 5 minutes from titer
ery weekend Must have
ray $210 or $225/mo Call
Hazmat and doubles112 So, 12th
Office: 753-6910
759 4507
triples
license,
current
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Looking for an aggressive indnildual
Call
physical
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br.
with an advertising and sales background.
Lowest Rates in Town'
901-644-3316 or leave
electric or gas Walking discommunimust
possess
strong
Candidate
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
message
tance to college 753 5209

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

753-1916

93 at the
IVP Rolland visit
Alw Year's
'Hey ConJan. 8 at

IS Murray
ddlc of a
mc stand,
last played
me their
ar layoff.
played in
1988-89

Tournatyed on a
n Municislashvine.

LOST 08.12-93 at Weeks
Community Center bur -gundy cigarette case with
driver's license, birth certifies*. etc If found plias*
return to any office at
Weeks Center or call
753, 1452. 753 1456 days,
753-0507, 753 3194
nights No questions
asked

POSITION
AVAILABLE

Staff
Accountant

ICE

irnes photo

rs have a

lafeon 10-6)

i mope 31)
n 1240 535

sea (Tesis
w 13-91 906

Pet.
OS
636 —
WI 9
3,26 11

,Ugly Duckling

ieS 1114
471 IBA
432 24
347 34
Pet.

OS
—
1106
117 19
504 Ito
41111 214
3117 33's
364 36

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION

Deo
1206 psi

RECEPTIONIST?
Secretary Full time typing
computer & bookkeeping
skills a plus Must meet the
public well & have good
phone skills Mon Fri Send
resume to PO Box 1040 H
Murray. KY 42071

unpli (Cacao

mil Ayala

as. (SfseiRs

Terry
Tatlock

124) 706

:4ml* 943

is 099,6090

Licensed
Agent
t

17

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 7534199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore Murray, KY

US POSTAL & GOVERN
MENT JOBS $23/hr plus
benefits Now hiring
1800-200-8760 24 hours
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to 1500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash PO Box 224. McKenzie. TN 38201
WANTED aggressive &
well groomed person willrig to start at entry level
position with excellent advancement opportunities
Job includes delivery &
customer service Openings at Colortyme in Murray
& Mayfield Apply in
person
WANTED tractor, combine
& diesel mechanic Call
759-161 7

cation skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred
Salary plus commission,excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

Heating
And Cooling
NEW condition 74 ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
accept bids 753 1300. after 7pm 489-2116
WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436-2904

PARTS
APPLIANCE
Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
KitCher)

V44196414

Aid
GE

Sears

5069°°

Arians
ylestrighousemaytag Tappan

WARD ELIAS
Cowl Square

Murray

753-1713

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space en S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD

Mayfield
New Picking Red Haven
Peaches. Apples

310
Want
To Rent

623-8312

FARM house in country
2br Must have good heat
source No more than
$300 Have pets and infant
Call 436-2048

TREE ripe yellow Free
Stone peaches Improved
Elbert& now Crest haven
on 8/13 $14/bushel Take
94W out of Murray. go
through Tri City 1Vt TAOS
turn right on Hwy 83 go 1
miles Watch for peaches
signs Hoyt F Adams
382-2360

Apartments
For Rent
I. 2, 3BR apts, furnished.
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-1252 days 753-0606
after 5pm.
1BR, low utilities, refer
ences & deposit required
No pets 753 3949

YELLOW Freestone
peaches Damsoms &
prune plums, tall apples
Mckenzie Orchard
753-4725 or 753 9468

EFFICIENCY apt $175/mo
plus deposit Near tower
sity appliances references
needed
753 4181
489 2181
FURNISHED efficiency apt
also sleeping room No
pets Zimmerman Apart
merits, South 16th St
753 6609
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
hveen Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SMALL furnished apt (in
dudes washer) $150 per
mo Deposit required No
pets See at 407 South 8th
St
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap access'
ble Equal Housing Oppor
turety Apply Hadale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113

NEAR Mal kitchen hying
room privileges. utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
ROOM for rent 753 7115

3BR 1 bath home nice
clean in Murray, all appliances plus washeedryer
$425/mo depose 1st & last
753.4444

ATTENTION
RENTERS!!
Pay nij 1350 or more

LAKE area hide a way 4
wooded lots plus 2 bath
mobile home with extra
den, sun room & large
wooden deck Also large
garage workshop All this
for $29,500 MLS 54602
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

BUILDING lots in subdivi
.sion with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded. Southwest School
District natural gas, city
water, cablevision 3 3
miles from city limits Fi
nanang available Lots as
low as $4500 753 5841 or
753 1566

410

Public
Salo

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

ROBERTS Realty Cabo
way County's oldest and
most rehab* real estate
agency For WI your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St

Garage Sale
1609 Ryan Ave.
Wed.-Sat.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Toys, games, baskets, clothes, com-

puter tables, curtains, spreads matched sets, mats
and napkins, twin
headboard
and
frame, misc items

3 Party
Garage Sale
1706 Holiday Dr.
17-18-19th
Early Fall Sale &
One Party Moving
Sale
P ants. glass. Iamps.kitch
ens items, quiit top, oil
lamps, some antrques, hall
suiis.
bedroom
trek
clothes, much more

430
Reid
Estate
10 COUNTRY acres, mature trees. hills. Buchanan,
TN, $7500 901-232 8661
EXTREMELY livable 4br, 2
bath home Features large
rec room, nestled on 70
acres new Ky Lake & Miller
Golf Course Offered at
$99,500 MLS 04879 Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bel Air
Center
502-753 SOLD,
1-800-369 5780

BY owner Beautiful
wooded lot, almost one
acre, Fairview Acres, tour
miles East Old Salem
Road Call 753 4423 after
7pm
IN Gatesborough
90.x220 Call 753 9662
753 7249

UP to 225 acres at Coldwa
ter 753 1300 after 7pm
489 2116

3 4BR, 2 bath ranch If
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools, -great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen, newly decor
ated, all appliances in
eluded neatly landscaped
freshly painted exterior, 2
car garage $87,900 Call
for appointment 759 1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr
3BR 1 bath large utility
siding, garage, 1 7 acres
great location $45 000
Call evenings 527 0686
3BR, 2 bath brick 1380sq
ft 3yrs old $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753 3293
48R 34 bath home built to
quality standards Features
2 master suites large bright
kitchen large side entry
garage with built in Groat
closet space & many other
outstanding features Adel
cent lot available Located
in Southwest Villa Estates
MLS 55164 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
BRICK home, central ha
gas line, city water. 2br, 1
bath, hardwood floors, dou
ble carport, large barn. ap
!Aeneas, refrigerator no
gobable, $40's 492 8892

Want to Own?

(502) 753-5561

'
3BR 1 bath house in coun
try $375/Mo Deposit No
pets 753 8848 before
8Pm
3BR, 24 bath. formal LR.
DR, den and deck in Gatesborough $850/mo lease
and deposit required No
pets Available Sept 1 Call
Brenda Skyes 753 8251

CUSTOM

KITCHEN GANNETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
8,1/4(73560e
• Drop by and se our showroom
4011 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bet d Bunny

RENT TO OWN
3 Br New House
Inside City

(502) 753-5561

Full Time Circulation
Clerk Needed!!
Must be familiar with Murray

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind ShOney's
$20 $40/mo 7594081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2935 for more
information

area. Computer experience a plus.
Must be able to meet and work well
with the public. Benefits available
Send resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times,
P.O. Box 1040A, Murray, KY 42071.

r,

To Fit Most

Frigidaire

Real
Estate

Walesa

PROFESSIONAL office
Space for lease,on or about
09/23/93, (formerly MTG
Realty). approx 3200sq/ft,
with 4 private offices 9
personal office areas
reception/work station
waiting area, in high traffic
shopping center near MSU
campus, Murray, Ky Fully
carpeted, 2 bath employee lounge Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center in
eludes Dollar General
Store 3 restaurants phar
macy, retail & professional
offices 506 N 12th St Murray 753 9469

AKC registered Cocker,
Spaniel puppies 623-8629
after 5pm
AKC registered mate black
Lab 7 months old with
shots Will make excellent
compainion/hunting dog
$75 obo 759 9368
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or envies lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915
PET Pot Bellied Pigs.
328 8733. 247-9509

1550 SQ Fr BRICK HOME FOR ONLY SSI.900 00
New 3 bedroom rands, energy efficient, brick home with
2 full bathe fireplace, central heat A air, vaulted ceiling,
dishwasher, range, skyhgta, and many more amenities
Custom built on crow! space

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Sinew. 1958
MODEL AVAILABLE
(802)582-1800
(502)6644907
Basement and Garage Optional

1

•

-

4.

10

MURRAY LEDGER IPTIMIsi

Num
Trot kb

+mho
Collsr••

CONTEMPORARY d•
signed horns built in 1991
Located on 54 wooded
aass in WOWS setbng
Many outstanding features
bath
in tie quality 3br
home MLS 63605 Contact
Realty
Kopp•rud
753 1222

Buy
Cheaper
than Rent
(502) 753-5561
MUST see' Southwest
School area Nice 9 room,
3br. 2 bath. double wide
mobile home, large lot Pr
icedto move $42600 Call
8.1 Salentine Professional
Real Estate 759-1591 or
753-7581 after 4 313pm
NICE 2br, 1 bath lake view
horni full basement, Large
lutchen & lying room, fireplace deck, garage. community boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision $40s
759-2085

ion. Allay
tad, ladder rack. 454, auto
• sm. 63,XXX miles, Irks
1989 CHEVY 1

new, $11,900 1992 Blazer
4x4 Tahoe 4dr. al options.
$15.900 1991 Blazer 4x4
Tahoe. 4dr all options.
48 XXX miles. $12.900
527-2552, 527-3512
1990 NISSAN 4 wheel
drive, vitas wfrburgundy interior. Sap as, anvim cassette chrome package
93 XXX mess $6500 Ilmn
436 2299. 4365061
510
Campers
1985 SPARTAN 32ft Idea
for full time rv or college
student 759 4414

17 FT fiberglass canoe
19ft Tom Sawyer 165 Mar
cury cruiser. loaded 2 axel
1611 trailer 436-2261 after
5Pm
21F1 camper fully con
tamed. nice $2500 Days
753-1861

(502) 753-5561

1983 YAMAHA IT 175
$400 obo Call 753-2252
1989 HONDA VTR 250
Sport bike low mileage
sharp 753 5718
1989 YAMAHA YZ 490 excellent condibon. too many
new parts to list
901 247 5737 after 5prn
1990 YZ 80 new tires, new
sprockets very quick,$600
obo 436 5642
CRUISE in style with a
1986 Kawasaki Nine 900
Sharp clean, excellent
condition $2600 Also 3
heiments 753 6767 after
6pm
DISCOUNT parts depend
able service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm,
Sat 10am 3pm

runs

1976 BUICK 4dr. hard top.
good condition, one owner
753,4848
1977 CHRYSLER Car
doba 759 1017 after 6pm
1982 Z28. $2500
492 8875

Call

Al IA all wound mowong
tree trimming 8 light haul
wig Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling. vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2062
HANDYMAN we do plumbing electrical, carpentry
and general repair
7530596
JAMES Duncan & Son
Building Contractors Experienced builders of
houses. garages 8 storage
buildings For all your building 8 remodeling needs
Cal 474-2318 or 474 82b7

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY wasting doors 8
frames with woodgrain formica. WI caws Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benehel
phone 759-4564

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets furniture
Free estimates 753 5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MR Chimney. Chimney
cleaner 492-8723
MULCH, pock up loads
Murray 436-5560

Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683

NEED carpet installed?
Have 20yrs experience
Call 474 2789

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5prn. 759-9816 753-0495

PAINTING, remodeling in
tenor, exterior Building
decks fences driveway
sealed 474 8855

AIR Conditcrung Ron Halt
Heating Cooling 8 Electric
Inc Service sales and installation (502) 435-4699,
435-4327

PAINTING exterior inter
or Call Charlie Rains
753 5754

ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair 8 custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mreor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
rnent 759-1515

1984 BUICK Regal. rebuilt
350 (1,XXX miles), tinted
windows new wheels and
tires new shocks. brakes 8
battery 753 2849

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling. foundations.
etc 759-4664

1984 NISSAN Sentra. sdr,
5sp, good car, $800
498-8916

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753 1134 or
teed
436-5832

1985 325 E BMW, 2dr,
black metalic. all power,
brown leather, new radials,
Call
69 XXX miles
489 2704 after 6pm

Rooting, vinyl siding. ponting Free estimates 18
years experience 11:10111rolarences 436-2701

LAWN mowing Free esu
mates CM Johnson Lane
awing 436 2869
1 A 4, 1 Hauling. tree trimming. tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics. 8 odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

1988 FORD Taurus GL, CARPET and vinyl installa
very good condition V6, Don and repairs Glen Bob• amitm new tires serv- ber 759-1247
iced regularly 436-6099
CARPORTS for cars and
1989 FORD Tempo, 4dr, trucks Special sizes for
peb, ws. auto. air $3650 motor home. boats, RVs
Call 753 7582
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
1990 PONTIAC Grand
value Roy Hill 759-4664
Prix, 4dr blue & silver
loaded $6500 759 4131
C & D HOME Repairs Call
753 9669
1991 EAGLE 'summit ex
oellent condition, great gas CHILI Chlm Chimney
mileage still has warranty. Sweeps has 10% senior
$6800 Call 489 2933 after citizen discounts We sea
5pm
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule- COUNTERTOPS, custom
vard Music Murray's Al- Homes, trailers. offices
pine Car Audio Specialist, Wulff's Recovery Murray
Dixieland Center 1 block 436 5560
from MSU dorms
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 475.4
Yana

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
P & S Trucking Hauling
Gravel sand din We build
driveways All types land
seeping Residential or
business Mayfield KY
502 345 2507
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs TO1
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502 437 4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding.
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Cal
474-2307
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
S & W Construction Hazel
KY New homes, additions
vinyl siding. replacement
windows, roofing and garages Call 492-8873 Jim
Wiliams, 492-8238 Lee
Starks
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
TIM'S Repair Service altering same day service on alt
lawn 8 garden equipment,
kerosene heaters automobile minor repairs Most repairs at your home 15
years experience
753-5299
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri . 753-0530
WANTED light hauling
trees trimmed or removed
Call Don 753-2772 or
753 2320

113

1992 AEROSTAR XLT ex
tended, dual air, warranty,
loaded, $ 1 5 , 500
474 2796
1992 AEROSTAR van with
24K miles dual air. Eddy
Bauer Edition hunter
green 901 642 2590

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4pm
DAVID Lamb Construction
Roofing new and repairs
remodeling and additions
plumbing and electrical
753 5113
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

1973 FORD pickup nice
$850 436 5895
1971 FORD F100 auto
arnifm cassette new Ores
very little rust. 390 engine,
40.XXX miles pit) pis
$1500 7599626
1985 CHEVY SIO. grey
metallic. sock shift. rune
good $2000 obo Call
753-9366 after Som With
or without utility topper
1985 515 GMC crew cab
4 wheel drive $1950
436-2207

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling 8 Electric

Inc Service, sales and insialtabon (502) 435-4699,
435-4327
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construcOon.
additions, blown ceilings
436 2060
FOR all your fencing
needs Best prices in town
753 9270
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436 2642

Advocates say accident
won't bring changes

GERALD WALTERS

K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodel
wig, garages, decks, patios
interior trim 753-0834

New 3 Br 2 Baths.
dishwasher disposal
central HVAC, gas
heat. under $60 000
Will Trade

1970 AMC Rebel
good 489 2423
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FREE 10wk old puppy,
male good with children
753 7192
FREE to good home
Sweet loveable kittens.
pretty nice pets 753-9390

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertisers we requested
E check the first inserter
of ads for any error The
Moray Ledger & Times WI
be responsible for wily
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION Any error sTiould be
reported immediately so
corrector* can be made
CHECK YOUR AO carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department mrnediatery in case
of an error

753-1916

ir!

VOLUNTEERS HONORED - Pictured are three of the volunteete at
Murray-Calloway County Need Lino Office who were honored guests at
a luncheon by Need Line recently at Papal's. They are, from lift, Maxine Houston, Wilma Houston and Katherine Rickman. Not pictured is
Eleanor Kavanaugh.

Mobile homes are coming
back to hurricane area
FLORIDA CITY, Fla. (AP) -A year after Hurricane Andrew
leveled this city, the mobile
homes are back, stretching as far
as the eye can see.
Those who build them say
they're safe and inexpensive
homes for thousands who can't
afford a condo or a regular house.
But some officials and housing
activists warn that the lessons of
last August are being ignored in
South Florida.
"The massive destruction of
mobile homes by Hurricane
Andrew appears to have been
completely forgotten," a Dade
County grand jury said in a report
Aug. 4. "Those living in mobile
homes remain in danger."
The grand jury was convened
to follow up on, problems identified last year by a panel looking
into whether violations of South
Florida's building code contnbuted to the magnitude of the
hurricane's destruction:.
Mobile homes were 21 times
more likely to be destroyed than
regular houses by Hurricane
Andrew, Still, 1.3 million Flondians live in mobile homes today.
Jennifer Delashmet, a 55-yearold woman whose apartment was
destroyed by Andrew, said she
moved' into the Goldcoaster
mobile home park on the outskins of Florida City out of
necessity.
"There were no apartments,"
she said. "We tried Florida City,
north to Kendall, even north
Miami. You couldn't even get
into a motel."
But she said she doesn't feel
safe, especially after another
powerful storm blew through last
March. "The wind was lifting up
the carpets," she said. "I
thought, 'Oh, my God, it's going
to go.
Twisters spawned by Andrew
leveled Goldcoaster. But Mark
Riff, who owns and manages the
park with his father, said the new
"manufactured housing" is bet-

ter built than the tract homes
going up across the street.
He has about 200 new mobile
homes in the park and more on
the way, starting at about
SI6,000. The average singlefamily home in Dade County
goes for about SI30,000, according to the Realtor Association of
Miami.
New federal standards set to go
into effect later this year would
require mobile homes to be able
to withstand steady winds of 110
mph - close to the standards for
conventional homes. Andrew had
sustained winds of 145 mph.
The new code is the first time
federal standards on wind
requirements have been rigorously outlined for mobile homes.
Mobile home _manufacturers
say the new code will increase
the cost by 35 percent. But preliminary government figures suggest it's no more than 7 percent.
The grand jury urged the county to ban mobile homes that don't
meet the tougher standards.
But Federal Emergency Management Agency spokesman
Clem Shamus said any new regulations would have to make an
exception for mobile homes
already in place, otherwise
"every mobile home in Florida
could be outlawed."
And requiring existing mobile
homes to be brought up to the
new standard would put a financial strain on those who often
live in such homes - the poor,
said Ron Szep, Dade County
assistant building and zoning
director.
At least one community has
decided to try to rid itself of
mobile homes.
Homestead is allowing mobile
homes and trailers provided by
the federal government to remain
within the city for only 18
months. The city also slapped a
six-month moratorium on the permanent installation of new
mobile homes.

Housing starts fall in July
WASHINGTON (AP) Housing starts fell 2.7 percent in
July, the fifth decline in the first
seven months of 1993 despite the
lowest mortgage rates in 20
years, the government said today.
New construction was down in
the rain-drenched Midwest and in
the West, offsetting slight
increases in the Northeast and
South.
The Commerce Department
said construction of new homes
and apartments totaled a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.21
million, down from a L25 million in June. It was the biggest
drop since a 4.7 percent decline
last March.
Many analysts had expected
little change, despite the lowest
mortgage rates in two decades.
Rates had been around 7.5 percent in July and slipped to 7.17
percent by last Thursday, according to the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corp.
Analysts said many prospective
home buyers remained cautious
because of weak job and income
growth and uncertainties over
federal tax and spending polices
and the Clinton administration's
health . care proposals.
And, they add, expectations of
continued low rates and stable
prices have curbed any sense of
urgency.
Starts for the first seven
months of 1993 were up 2 percent from those of the same period a year ago.
New home sales did jump 11
percent in June to 678,000, the
second highest level in nearly
four years, the government
reported earlier this month. But

that was a rebound from a 12.5
percent plunge in May.
Still, many analysts expect
starts and sales to pick up moderately in the second half of 1993
as mortgage rates remain at
20-year lows and the economy
gradually improves and government policies become clear. •
Applications for building permits, a barometer of future activity, rose 3 percent, to 1.15 million
seasonally adjusted annual rate,
after slipping 0.5 percent in June.
But because of the first-half
performance, including a winter
slump in the first quarter, many
analysts have revised downward
their forecast for 1993 to fewer
than 1.3 million units.
Housing starts totaled 1.20 million in 1992, up from 1.01 million a year earlier as the economy
emerged from the recession.
Starts exceeded 1.7 million during 1983 and 1984, the two years
after the previous recession.
Single-family starts in July
were down 1.7 percent, to a 1.06
million rate, after falling 2.6 percent a month earlier.
Construction of multi-family
units fell 10 percent, to a 152,000
rate, erasing half of June's 19.1
percent advance.
Regionally, starts plunged 14.9
percent, to a 265,000 rate, in the
Midwest, where rains throughout
much of the month caused extensive flooding and prevented builders from pouring foundations.
Starts also fell in the West, down
11.9 percent to a 273,000 rate.
New construction was up 2.5
percent in the South, to a 541,000
rate, and 0.8 percent in the
Northeast, to a 133,000 rate.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Safety advocates say they don't
think a weekend accident that left
six people dead will spur Kentucky lawmakers to ban or regulate the practice of riding in the
open bed of a pickup truck.
"1 can't get a seat-belt bill
passed. We're not in a million
years going to pass one to ban
riding in the back of a pickup
truck," said state Rep. Mike
Ward, D-Louisville, the primary
sponsor of a mandatory seat-belt
law that failed in the 1992 legislative session.
Five of the six people killed in
the accident early Sunday in
Edmonson County were riding in
the truck bed; the other victim
was driving. Four other passengers - two in the bectand two in
the cab - were injured.
Kentucky is one of the few.
states without a law, requiring
people to wear seat belts because
of the argument that it restricts
personal freedom. And safety
advocates who would probably
support restrictions on riding in
pickups say they must continue to
concentrate on a seat-belt law
because it would protect many
more people.
Eight states and the District of
Columbia have laws barring or
restricting passengers in truck
beds. Only two of those. California and Hawaii, ban such rides;
most of the rest forbid children
under a certain age doing so.
But the chairmen of the House
and Senate transportation committees said Monday that there is
virtually no possibility of passing
restrictions for pickups. The same
argument that has worked against
a scat-belt law also applies to
pickups, which are popular and
common in rural Kentucky.
"It's another area where we
try to legislate common sense,"
said Senate Transportation Committee Chairman Kim Nelson,
who is not a strong supporter of a
scat-belt bill, either. "You can't
legislate common sense."
The Kentucky legislature's
attitude on seat-belt laws has
begun to change, partly because
the federal government has

threatened to transfer millions of
dollars in road building and
maintenance money to safety
programs in states that don't have
such a law. Ward's efforts are
likely to pay off later this year.
Of Kentucky's neighbors, only
Ohio has a law with restrictions
for pickups. That law ban children under 16 from riding in the
back of a pickup going faster
than 25 mph. Ohio also has a
seat-belt law.
Barbara Gilks, legislative
assistant to Ohio Rep. Marc
Guthrie, sponsor of Ohio's 1989
truck bed law, said that Guthnc
had strong bipartisan support for
his bill and that opponents' arguments about individuals' rights
weren't given much weight.
Guthne sponsored the bill after
he "continuously saw' kids riding
in the back of trucks," even after
several people in his district were
killed when they were thrown
from truck beds.
Kentucky State Police do not
have statistics on people killed
while riding in the back of a
pickup truck, but the danger is so
well documented that they warn
against it in their regular safety
talks, said Capt. Rodney Brewer.
There have been many
accounts of serious accidents in
Kentucky involving pickup rides
and children in the past several
years. Five children were hurt
when they were thrown from a
truck in Adair County in 1992.
Two Ohio County teens died in
199e. A 5-year-old Montgomery
County boy died in 1991. The
accidents have also been fatal for
adults - in 1990, three Fort
Campbell soldiers were killed
when the pickup truck they were
riding in plowed into a toll booth.
Last year, Kentucky Rep.
Eddie Ballard, D-Madisonville,
filed a bill that would have prohibited anyone under 18 from riding in the back of a pickup. He
did so at the suggestion of a constituent but didn't push hard for
it; Monday he said he would
probably try it again in 1994.
The people killed in the
Edmonson County accident, however, were over age 18.
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Officer Larry Killebrew of Murray Police Department recently spoke at a
meeting of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 827 of Woodmen of the
World. His talk concerned Me CrImestoppers Program. Ann Spann,
right, treasurer of tho sorority, presented a 8100 donation on behalf of
the sorority to Crimestoppers.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Bridge Is a Logical Game
North dealer.
notrump often allows you to explore
North-South vulnerable.
the different suits more safely durNORTH
ing the play than a suit contract
+2
does.
V A K.9 5
Here is a good example of the
• AK 10 8 7 2
principle. If North winds up in seven
•K Q
diamonds, he is faced at once with
WEST
the problem of whether to take a
EAST
+53
•QJ 109876 diamond finesse or play for the drop
J 1086 4 3
of the queen by cashing the A-K. He
+65
•Q 4
might easily go wrong on the basis
+1095
that because East apparently has
76 4 2
seven spades, he is more likely to
SOUTH
have a singleton diamond than a
•A K 4
Q 72
doubleton.
•J 9 3
But if you're in seven notrump,
there's no question about how to pro•AJ83
The bidding:
ceed. You win the spade lead with
North East
the king and cash the ace of spades,
South West
3*
1•
ace of diamonds and K-Q of clubs.
Pass
3 NT
4•
When you play the ace of hearts and
Pass
Pass
4+
Eastshows out, you know much more
5V
Pass
Pam
6+
7•
about East's hand than you knew at
Pass
7 NT
trick one. Most importantly, you now
Opening lead - five of spades.
Let's say you're South and get to know that East started with seven
seven notrump. It might have both- spades and no hearts.
You continue with the king of
ered you to say only three notrump at
your find turn,but East's three spade hearts and a low heart to your queen.
bid was intended to make it hard for When you then cash the A-J of clubs
you to find a satisfactory bid, and it and East follows suit, all your worries melt away. East started with
did.
However,you strike gold and wind seven spades, no hearts, four clubs
up in seven notrump. Your last bid is and, hence, two diamonds. So you
based on the theory that it's usually lead your jack of diamonds to the
better to play in seven notrump than king, capturing East's queen, and
seven of a suit, assuming both are once again prove that bridge is a
feasible contracts. This is because logical game.
Tomorrow: Sylvia plays duplicate.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

•

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 17. the 229th day of 1993. There are 136
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 17, 1807, Robert Fulton's North River Steam Boat, known
as the Clermont, began chugging its way up New York's Hudson River on its successful round-trip to Albany, N.Y.
On this date:
In 1863, Federal batteries and ships bombarded Fort Sumter in
Charleston harbor in South Carolina during the Civil War.
In 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Canadian Prime
Minister William Mackenzie King met an Ogdensburg, N.Y., where
they agreed to set up a joint defense commission.
In 1969, 248 people were killed as Hurncane Camille slammed into
the U.S. Gulf Coast.
In 1969, the Woodstock Music and Art Fair concluded near Bethel,
N.Y.
In 1978, the first successful trans-Atlantic balloon flight ended as
Maxie Anderson, Ben Abruzzo and Larry Newman landed their Double Eagle II outside Paris.
In 1985, more than 1,400 meatpackers walked off the job at the
Geo. A. Hormel & Co.'s main plant in Austin, Minn., in a bitter strike
that lasted Just over a year.
In 1987, Rudolf Hess, the last member of Adolf Hitler's inner
circle, died at a Berlin hospital near Spandau Prison at age 93, having
apparently committed suicide.
Ten years ago: Lyricist Ira Gershwin, who, with his composer
brother George, wrote such classic songs as "S Wonderful" and
"The Man I Love." died in Beverly Hills, Calif., at age 86.
Five years ago: Vice President George Bush was nominated for
president at the Republican national convention in New Orleans.
Pakistani President Mohammad Zia ul-Haq and U.S. Ambassador
Arnold Raphel were killed in a mysterious plane crash.
One year ago: President Bush arrived in Houston for the opening of
the Republican national convention, which featured an address by former President Reagan. Actor-director Woody Allen admitted being
romantically involved with Soon-Yi Previn, the adopted daughter of
Allen's longtime companion, actress Mia Farrow.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Maureen O'Hara is 73. Actor Robert
DeNiro is 50. Singer Belinda Carlisle is 35. Actor Scan Penn is 33.
Singer Donnie Wahlberg is 24.
Thought for Today: "There are two ways of spreading light: to be
the candle, or the mirror that reflects it." — Edith Wharton, American
author (1862-1937 1.
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LOOKING BACK
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Fred Schuh', superintendent of
Murray City Schools, spoke
about the schools' programs at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
E.S. Ferguson was in charge of
the program.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will lave a service of dedication
for its new building on Aug. 18
with the pastor, the Rev. Norman
Culpepper, as speaker.
Dv. Wade E. Darby of Nashville, Tenn., will be the speaker and
James R. Jones of Atlanta, Ga.,
will be director of music at a
revival at First Baptist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Kilby.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bariell and
children of Taylor. Mich., have
been the guests of relatives and

Tea years ago
to Mr. and Mrs. James W. SanCalloway County Public ders, Aug. 6.
Library has been selected as the
Twenty years ago
first site to coordinate the ComVicki Ellis Shell of Murray
munity Independent Living Vocational School was elected
Network.
president of State Distributive
A record number of Calloway Education Clubs of America
County members of the Century (DECA Professional Division at
Club were among those recog- its annual meeting at Richmond.
E.M. Shinners and Paul Kurz
nized by the Alumni Association
at Murray State University in a of Vanderbilt Chemical Co. precertificate presentation ceremony sented a program at a meeting of
at Wrathcr West Kentucky Murray Lions Club held at MurMuseum on Aug. 16.
ray Woman's Club House. Lion
Dean Crutchfield is speaker at Ken Winters introduced the
a gospel meeting now in progress speakers.
at Kirksey Church of Christ.
Murray High School CheerAnne Louise Gregory and Lt. leaders won honors at NCA
Anthony David Mills were mar- Cheeleading Clinic at Ole Miss at
ried July 16 at First Presbyterian Oxford, Miss. They are Denise
Church.
Hook, captain, Lisa Harrell, Lynn
Births reported include a boy
Hewitt, Cindy Chnsman. Irina
to Mr. and Mrs. David Barrow, Nicks and Donna Knight.
Aug. 3: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Vickie Workman and James
John Dec Hopkins, Aug. 4; a boy Holland were married June 22 at

friends.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Schools will
open for classes on Aug. 24,
according to Supt. Buron Jeffrey.
NA. Russell Outland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Outland, has
comnplcted basic training at
Camp Pickett. Va.
Ninety-one parents accompanied 106 children to Calloway
County Health Center for the
children's health examinations
before starting to school.
New officers of American Legion Auxiliary are Mrs. Edgar
Overbey, Mrs. Bertha Neil Dunn,
Mrs. Wayne Flora, Mrs. Macon
Erwin, Mrs. Claud Anderson,
Mrs. Alton Barnett, Mrs. Peter
Kuhn and Mrs. August Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Pool of
Port Huron, Mich., have been the
guests of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Pool.

DEAR ABBY
EDITOR'S NOTE Deur Abby is
on a two-week mention. Following
is a selection ofsome of her favorite
past letters from 1977.o
DEAR ABBY: I have a dear
mother who lives about an hour's
drive away. She's blind. but very
cheerful and mentally alert. I phone
her every day. She lives with a
- housekeeper and loves to have company.
When she had her sight, she
couldn't do enough for my children.
She sewed for them, bought them
gifts and always made sure there
were goodies in her house. Now the
children are teen-agers. and I have

to beg them to visit their grandmother because it is so "boringthere; there's nothing to do there.
etc.
My husband and I visit as often
as possible. We realize that our kids
are involved with fnends and activities, so we don't expect them to
accompany us on every visit, hut is
it too much to expect them to ,visit
her once a month?
They read your column daily.
Abby. I can bet my bottom dollar
that youll agree with me, but if the
kids hear it from Dear Abby. maybe
they'll realize that Mom and Dad
are right.
ASKING

DEAR ASKING: Your children are old enough to realize
that it's a mark of maturity to
do things (without whining)
that aren't particularly fascinating hut are well worth the
effort because of the pleasure it
gives others. Visiting grandparents falls into that category.
A suggest
for youngsters
who resist visiting elderly relatives because it's "boring":
Interview the old folks. Ask
questions about relatives who
preceded you. and how things
were back in the "olden days."
You'll learn some interesting
facts, and you'll find that those
visits will be rewarding to both

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE
C SE holm%

By GARY LARSON
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you and the old folks.
'DEAR ABBY. We are just ordinary. people. My husband has a 9to-5 job and I am a homemaker. We
have been mimed for 10 years, and
in all that time we. have never gone.
anywhere without taking our children. /WV have. three., I have never
had one night away from home
except those few when I went to the
hospital to have another baby.
We have never hired a sitter.
4 Never needed one
My husband
said the children grow up so fast we
should enjoy every moment we can
with them. I love my children.
Abby, but don't you think I deserve.
a night out without the children
Just once a year?
STALE MATE
DEAR MATE: Your husband
forgets that you "enjoy" your
children all day, every day,
when he is at work. Remind
him. You not only "deserve" an
occasional night out, you need
one.
DEAR ABBY: A male co-worker
of'Mile has a habit HI-calling all his
women clients "dear.'
I told him that I thought he was
being presumptuous. mid I was
sure that some women found it
ofl'ensive.
He insists that all women feel
complimented to be called "dear- even by a stranger. the they?
WOMAN REAINOR
3

CALVIN and HOBBES
CAN1 MUST A
ID DO
MIMING
' WE GO 1T-1 AU._
NIS TROuB‘E 1E UWE SUSIE. gab
A TRAP, ARO SStE CCESHT WA.' OP,

DEAR REALTOR: No one can
speak for off women, but in my
opinion, "dear" has no place in
a business conversation.

SOON AS I FIND OUT

WERE SHE IS. ru. GET
ilORBES AND NE *ATER
BALLOONS AND WELL LET
)4E)2 140.11E 1r.•
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DEAR l)ft 1;1)14 My pediatrician
has recianniended hepatitis B shots
for ray children who range from ages
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CATHY
TO MAKEWE
SURE
MAKE THE
5'00 Pip CRUISE, vOUR FATHER
BOOKED US ON it s 00AM
FLIGHT THAT WILL GET US ID
THE BOAT BY NOON

TO MAKE THE ADO FLIGHT, ME
WANTS TO LEAK FOR THE AiRPORT BY 6 Oosin... TO MAKE
SURE WE LEAVE BY 4 00, ME
wANTs 'IOU AT OUR MOUSE 81/
MAKE SURE YOU'RE
i HERE AT 44 00, HE'LL GIVE 'IOU
i A WAKE-uP CALL AT 1:00AM.
I

TO AU1KE SURE HE'S UP ID GIVE
YOU THE WAKE-UP CALL, 1111
GOING To MAKE A BIG POT OF
COFFEE AT MIDNIGHT, AND
'JOUR FATHER WILL SIT IN A
CHAIR, STARING 8U&-ENED AT
THE CLOCK FOR TWO HOURS.
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I NEED TO TALK TO
YOU, CNARLES PO YOU
WAVE TIME TO 60 GET
A CAOCOLATE SUNDAE7

/41,1 DAD. ANOTHER TRIP,
ANOTHER 10,000 BONUS
MILES ON THE FREQUENT
WORRIERS PROGRAM

.3 to 8 My personal physician does not.
slating the effectiveness and duration
of the injections is not known, and the
shots should be given only in high risk
summates Now Ern totally: confused
and don'l know what to do

DEAR REA DER Ordinarily.
hepatitis li is not recommended for
chilelren unless they are. at high risk
eq?
for example. if a parent has hepati
us It Nonetheless. I suspect that your
"Talk about adding insult to injury!
pediatrician has a valid reason for
Not only did we arrive late, but they
suggesting the shots
deliberately left his organ-donor card."
Have your personal physician call
the pediatrician to straighten this out
There's no reason why you should be
caught in the middle of such a dis
agreement Let the. doctors fight it out
CROSSWORDS
and then present you with a unified
recommemtation
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACIK)1111
40 Ardent
As another option. ask for a third
42 Teutonic
1 Ordinance
opinion, your doctor can suggest a
spo
sow
Bop
A
deity
4 '— Vice"
colleague who could arbitrate the
43 European
p DO Oil E GO AGE decision
9 New Deal
Again, the important consid
finch
LEGUON
MaTEOR
is9c'Y
45 Tapes
eration is that you remove yourself
12 individual
R
T
GI
R
A
0
47 Nourished
from the. middle of the controversy
13 Book of maps
EASE
TAP
THEE
49 Portico
14 Link, mass
Hepatitis B immunizations are rec
50 Brie and
MACEMIRES
LIOT
15 Bundles
ommended for people in high nsk sit.
Camembert
17 Perfume
NOT up
SAG
ON
tuitions, such as dentists, ambulance
54 Aquatic
19 Tardy
COMULETED ODE
mammal
personnel and other health proles
21 Rude cabin
57 Dress border
DECID
TREE
MAT
sionals
22 Pendent
58 Nocturnal
TRAY
ornaments
EN
DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 72 year old
mammal
25 Related on
AVEINEIE
GRADES
male with osteophytes 'bony spurs
high
Guldo's
80
mother's side
growing outside my esophagus,
SLIAfila E3 L li
note
MIL
29 At home
caused by a badly detenorated spine
81 Fed agcy
GEM
TAMER
BOB
30 English
82 Shuts noisily
This blockage calls for careful eating
streetcars
6 17 (i) 1993 United Feature Syndicate habits Is there any treatment or cure.
83 Crafty
32 Tiny particle
33 Cut
and What is my pmgnosis9
DOWN
5 That thing
35 Take
cooler
DEAR READER The esophagus
—
Ginger
8
unlawfully
1 Tennis stroke
16 Orient
7 Pulverize
lies close to the upper spine
37 Slender
2 Collection of
Sicilian
18
8 Send forth
Sometimes, as a consequence of
flnlal
facts
volcano
9 Possess
arthritis, patients develop bony protu3HG —
38 Biblical
Gladden
20
Moccasin
10
berances from the spinal _bones
region
4 Experts
—"
22
"Good
11 Summer
These osteophytes may enlarge to the
23 Positive pole
24 Besmirch
point that they press on the esopha
26 Devoured
gus, making swallowing difficult This
27 Drank liquor
is especially troublesome when such
to IICCAISII
patients gag and choke from inadver
28 Arabian
commanders tently swallowing large pieces of par
31 Wise persons tially chewed food, fluids and soft
foods ordinarily don't cause symp34 Armed
conflict
toms
36 Readers in
I believe that your best bet is to
church
have the osteophytes surgically
service
removed Inasmuch as they will
39 Widespread
41 — beer
undoubtedly enlarge as you grow
44 Birds' homes older, you will experience increasing
46 Evaluates
difficulty without this remedy. Ask
49 ifansacnors
your family physician to refer you to a
50 Tis surgeon who is familiar with this pro.
51 That woman
cedure
52 River in
Germany
To give you more information, I am
53 Health resort
sending you a free copy of my Health
55 Cloth
"Understanding
Report
measure
Osteoarthritis - Other readers who
56 Bern
would like a copy should send SI 25
59 Negative
plus a long. selfraddressed, stamped
prefix
envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York.
NY 10163 Be sure to mention the title
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DEATHS
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Mrs. Lorena Easley

Mrs. Amble Willoughby

1,

•

Stewart Granger, Hollywood
leading man,dead at 80

Mrs. Amble Willoughby. 93, Sycamore Street, Murray. died
Monday at 7:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The widow of Almon Willoughby. she was a member of
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Born April 18, 1900, in Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late James Garland and Martha Miller Garland.
Survivors include one son, Henry B. Willoughby and wife.
Eva, and one sister. Mrs. Elvie Carson, all of Murray; one
grandson, Michael Willoughby and wife, Cindy, and three greatgrandchildren, Mitchell. Lance and Jeffery Willoughby.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

E. Kelly Thompson Sr.
Funeral rites for E. Kelly Thompson Sr. will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church, Bowling Green.
Thompson, 84, died Saturday at Bowling Green. He was
president of Western Kentucky University from 1955 to 1969.
A native of Lebanon, he came to Western in 1929 and served as a
held representative, director of public relations and assistant to the
president prior to becoming president in 1955.
.
During his presidency Western achieved university status and
the enrollment grew from 1,684 to 11,069.
Since 1980, Thompson had been chairman of the board of
the College Heights Foundation. He was inducted into Western's
first "Hall of Distringuished Alumni" last October.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sarah Pearce Thompson,
Bowling Green; one daughter, Mrs. Pattye Ann Gilligan, Ocala,
Fla.: one son, Kelly Thompson Jr., Bowling Green; five grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Thomas Van Duncan
Funeral rites for Thomas Van Duncan are today at 2:30 p.m.
at Mill Creek Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The Rev. L.C.
Waddle and the Rev. William Jones are officiating.
Pallbearers are Trevor Bennett, Troy Bennett, Rodney Duncan,
Sam Howell, Seth Howell, Steve Smith and Mark Moore. Burial
will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery with arrangements by
Ridgeway Morticians of Paris, Tcnn.
Mr. Duncan, 74, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.. died Sunday at 7
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Clarice Jackson Duncan; four
daughters, Mrs. Hilda Bennett and husband, Hughes, and Mrs.
Linda Bennett and husband, Leroy. Puryear, Mrs. Nancy Moore
and husband, Gene, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Anita Howell and
husband, Jan, Dover, Tenn.; two sons, Danny Duncan and wife,
Janet, Columbus, Ohio, and Thomas D. Duncan and wife,
Susan, Santa Cruz, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Loretta Morris, Nesbitt, Miss., and Mrs. Maricia Keane, Addison, Ill.; four
brothers. Cecil Eugene Duncan, Mulberry, Fla., Max D. Duncan,
Puryear, Fred Duncan and Terry Duncan.

Ms. Geraldine Wilson
Services for Ms. Geraldine Wilson were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts officiated and Mrs. Oneida White was organist.
Pallbearers were James Rose, Dr. Jack Rose, Larry Wayne
Armstrong, Brent Coble, Bill Leslie and Hugh Leslie.
Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Ms. Wilson, 56, formerly of Murray and Union City, Tenn.,
died Saturday at Nashville Memorial Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Tammy Coble and husband, Brent, and Mrs. Deanna Armstrong and husband, Larry
Wayne, all of Union City, Tenn.; one son, Steve Duncan and
wife. Fonda, Magnolia, Ky.; six grandchildren, Jessica, Zipp,
Drcy and Christian Duncan, Magnolia, and Robin and Eric
Coble. Union City; her mother, Mrs. Estelle Lovett, Rt. 1,
Almo; one sister, Mrs. Rosetta Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray.

Carl Usrey
Services for Carl Usrey are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of
.1.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Billy Usrey is
officiating. Mrs. Janet Arnold is organist.
Pallbearers are Earl Tabers, David Wyatt, Dale Arnold, J.D.
Usrey, Glenn N. Cunningham and Kenneth Cunningham.
Burial
will follow in Kirkscy Cemetery.
Mr. Usrey, 87, Kirksey, died Sunday at 7:45 a.m. at
Wcakley
County Nursing Home, Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lanelle Cunningham
Usrey;
one daughter, Ms. Marilyn D. Tabers, Murray; one son,
Alvin
Usrey and wife, Anna Jean, Rt. I, Murray; one brother,
Fred
Usrey and wife, Pernie Jo, Rt. I, Kirksey; a
sister-in-law, Mrs.
Lelah Usrey, Memphis, Tenn.; four grandchildren, the Rev.
Billy
Usrey and wife, Susan, Durham, N.C., Mrs. Janet Arnold
and
husband, Dale, Murray, Mrs. Starlyn Wyatt and husband,
David,
Paducah, and Michael Tabers, Pensacola, Fla.; seven greatgrandchildren, Jennifer and John Usrey, Lisa and Kelly Arnold,
and Zachary. Benjamin and Jacob Wyatt: several nieces
and
nephews.

Mrs. Lorena Easley, 90, Rt. 7, Mayfield, died Sunday at 7
p.m. at Pinclalte Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired seamstress of Merit Clothing Company, she was a
member of Burnett's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Raymond Easley;
her parents, Mack and Flora Hays Sisson; one sister. Myrtle
Mae Johnson; and two brothers, Otis Sisson and Buford Sisson.
Survivors include one son, Billy Mack Easley. Rt. 7, Mayfield; three sisters. Ms. Georgia Sisson. Mayfield. and Mrs.
Cohnne Underwood and Mrs.Naoma Mooneyham, Fulton.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Nall and the Rev.
Connie Stroup will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Johnson, Gail Dobson, Gerald McClain, Van Sims, Fred Douglas and Jimmy Palmertree. Burial
will follow in Cuba Church of Christ Cemetery.

Marvin Wayne Parks
The funeral for Marvin Wayne Parks is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Billy
Turner is officiating. Brenda Butler is organist.
Pallbearers are Greg Parks, Darylc Paschall, William E. Torrey, Charles Cooper, Rob Poole and Mitch Jackson. Burial will
follow in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Parks, 80, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at 9:45 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Swann Parks: one
daughter, Mrs. Cherrie Paschall and husband, Steve, Mayfield;
one son, Swann Parks and wife, June, Memphis, Tenn.; four
grandchildren, Gregory Wayne Parks and wife, Donna, St. Charles, Ill., Jina K. Torrey and husband, William E., Knoxville,
Tenn., Decia Paschall, Chattanooga, Tenn., and Daryle Paschall
and wife, Beth, Huntsville, Ala.; four great-grandchildren, Kelly,
Sarah and Rachel Parks, St. Charles. III., and Krista Torrey,
Knoxville, Tcnn.
Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Katherine Ray, Mrs.
Myrtle Jones and husband, Joseph, and Mrs. Larue Turner and
husband, Rev. Billy, all of Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Bonnie
Parks, Kuttawa; an aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth Hendricks, Mayfield;
several nieces and nephews.

Vocational-technical school
reports jump in enrollment
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Finding a parking space around West
Kentucky State Technical School
was virtually impossible as new
students arrived to start the fall
term last week.
School officials expected about
200 new students for orientation

Trial of man charged
with assisting in
murder postponed

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
trial of a Kentucky man charged
with assisting a criminal in the
shooting death of an Indiana
State Police trooper was postponed Monday.
Both the prosecution and the
defense had sought a delay in the
trial of Tommy Lee McElroy, 33,
of Cave City, Ky. A new trial
date of Nov. 1 was set in Marion
Superior Court.
McElroy is charged in the Feb.
5 shooting death of Trooper
Michael E. Greene on Interstate
65 on the northwest side of
Indianapolis.
Norman Timberlake, 45, of
New Albany is charged with murder in the case and is scheduled
to go on trial Oct. 25.
"We wanted this trial to take ii ',
,
place after Timberlake's," said
Timothy Charles Johnston, son of
Rob Smith, a spokesman for ProKarl M. Johnston, Murray State
secutor Jeffrey Modisett. "It was
Alumni Class of 1933, recently
a strategical decision."
received a doctorate in business
If convicted, McElroy could
administration from the University
face a maximum sentence of of California at Berkeley. Johnseight years in prison, including
ton has been named as a profestime for an outstanding warrant
sor to the faculty of the University
related to drunken driving.
of Tennessee at Knoxville.
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Group protests order that forbids birth
control counseling outside marriage
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
Cincinnati area AIDS activist
group may invite similar groups
from across the country to protest
a Kenton County order that forbids using county tax money to
discuss contraception outside of
marriage.
Michael Blankenship. a
spokesman for the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, said the
group is considering several
options to pressure Kenton County to change its policy.
Passed July 13 on a 2-1 vote,
the policy forbids 20 social service agencies _from zipending
mental health and mental retardation funds on birth -control
counseling outside of marriage.
"The national ACT-UP network is very interested in what's
going on here," Blankenship
said.
The ACT-UP group had asked
the fiscal court to rescind its
order by Aug. 15. That deadline
passed Sunday. Blankenship saki
ACT-UP wants to determine if
the American Civil Liberties
Union will challenge the policy

in court before taking additional
steps.
David Friedman, general
counsel for the ACLU of Kentucky, said, "I think some action
will be taken" but lawyers in
Ohio were handling the case.
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Cash & Carry

Later movies included "Sodom and Goninsorsh" in 1961 and
"Requiem for a Secret Agent" in 1966.
Born James Lablanche Stewart in Britain, be wended London's
Webber Douglas School of Drantatic Art He changed his name to
avoid being confused with Jimmy Stewart. Granger became a U.S.
citizen in 1956.
He played Sherlock Holmes in a 1972 TV version of "The
Hound of the Baskervilles." in 1991, be played an aging Hollywood actor in an episode of the CBS series "Gabriel's Fire."
Granger didn't make his Broadway until 1989, acting with Rex
Harrison and Glynis Johns in a revival of. Somerset Maugham's
"The Circle."
Granger is survived by three daughters and a ann.
Funeral arrangements were incomplete.
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UK faculty, staff set
record in funding
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Stock Market
Report

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky faculty
and staff attracted a record
$98.04 million in external funding during the 1992-93 academic
year, it was announced Monday.
"UK faculty, staff and students
have once again demonstrated
their excellent abilities as grantspersons," said Lee Magid, vice
president for research and graduate studies. "This amount represents a significant increase from
the amount received last year,
which was already a record
year."
The amount is 6.3 percent
higher than last year's $92.2
million.
The majority of the funding —
nearly S96 million — came in the
form of grants and contracts. In
addition, $2.1 million in gifts
designated for research were
received from alumni and friends
of the university by the UK
Development Office.
The medical center sector
received the largest amount of
funding with $39.9 million.
Researchers on the Lexington
campus received S26.8 million;
research and graduate studies,
$19.8 million; community college
system, $9.4 million, and information systems, $200,000.
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Zoo employees
to collect puffins
CINCINNATI (AP) — Four
Cincinnati Zoo employees will
travel Tuesday to the Bering
Strait to collect puffins.
The short-winged, marinediving birds live in northern
coastal regions. They are mostly
black and white, with some colorful splotches.
The zoo said it has permits to
collect up to 100 puffins from St.
Lawrence Island, between Russia
and Alaska.
The zoo wants to display the
birds to increase awareness of
species that live in delicate habitats, other than just rain forests
and wetlands, said aviculture
supervisor David Oehler,

Wednesday. But admission
counselors instead scrambled to
serve the needs of 375 students,
said school director Lee Hicklin.
By Thursday, the first full day
of classes, the school had a
record 875 students enrolled for
the fall term. About 750 students
were enrolled at the same time
last year.
Hicklin said it could be among
the largest enrollments in the history of Kentucky vocationaltechnical schools.
He credited this summer's
marketing effort of school officials, especially in the registrar
and admission offices, as being
instrumental to the increases.

SANTA MONICA. Calif. (AP) — Stewart Granger,
buckling star of such films as "KW Wawa's Mines." "Scarsisoiche" and "The Prisoner of Zeds." died of cancer at eV 80.
The tall, suave-looking scar. who died Monday. hauled illvine
sad wild beasts in dozens of movies.
He played opposite many Cl Hollywood's most famous Medias
ladies. Inchiding Vivian Leigh. Ava Gasdner, Grace Kelly, Elizabeth Taylor. Rita Hayworth and Jean Simeon. Prom 1950 to
1960, he was married to Simmons.
He made his film debits is "So This is Leedom" is 1939.
He became one of Hollywood's most combat* hos-office
draws. starring in such films as "Kim Solomon's Mimes" 0950).
"Scaramouche," (1952); "Beau linunniel." (1954): and "Ile
Prisoner of Zenda." (1952).
Granger admitted his movies rated kiither in saleetaiasseet valve
than artistic merit. "I've never done a film rye proud of." he mice
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